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Options outlined to change,.ineffective transit system 
TERRACE-  B.C. Transit has 
released a draft repo~ on their 
findings of a study to determine 
the feasibility of a custom tran- 
sit service in the greater Terrace 
area, and a custom system may 
be close at hand - -  as early as, 
nextsummer according to the 
report. But first, the :City of 
Terrace andthe Regional ~"Dis- 
trier of •Kitimat-Stildne must 
lo0k at the options and approve 
the concept. 
The first of three options ug- 
gested by B.C. Transit involves 
the purchase of•a minibus, or 
van, to provide transit service to 
the disabled on a "dial-a,ride" 
basis. This system would allow 
complete travelto and from-any 
• point.in the city "as required" 
%1/2 hours per day on week- 
may draw 
cr imina l  charges  
TERRACE-  When Skylink Airlines light 070 crashed 
near the Terrace-Kitimat airport and killed all seven oc- 
cupants on th~m0rning of Sept. 26 a sequence of events 
began that has now resulted in the complete shutdown of 
the Richmond-based commuter airline. A clue to 
Skylink,s problems~.was offered at the beginning when 
Skeena MP Jim Fulton read a list of allegations in the 
House of • Commons regarding the airline's.safety per- 
formance. Shortly after these allegations were made, 
federal Minister of Transport Benoit B0uchard said 
Fulton's charges couldn't be proven, and Skylink presi- 
dent Raphael Zur saidthey were false. 
Following an audit of the been re-instated only after Sky- 
company's recordsbyTransport link produced legible aircraft 
Canada Officials, however, logs, pilots' flight training and 
Sky!ink's operating certificate flying records for the previous 
was temporarily suspended on, 30 days, and pilot training rec- 
Sept. 30. The licence Would have cont l .ued  on page24 
PCB's not hereyet 
TERRACE -- Transport  ofasurvey undertakenlast year 
Canada and Envi ronment  to determine an inventory of 
Canada have determined that a stored PCB's. With the inven- 
World War II ammunition tory complete, the government 
bunker at ihe Terrace-Kitimat~-is now trying to figure out what 
would make one of the better 
storage sites for PCB's  
(polychlorinated biphenyls) in:i 
B.C., but no out-of-town PCB's 
have been moved here yet. 
Representatives of both agen- 
cies said yesterday that a pro- 
posed to ship two •barrels of 
PCB-contaminated material --  
a "decommissioned electrical 
transformer and a barrel of mis- 
cellaneous waste --  from Castle- 
gar •to Terrace is being recon- 
sidered. Environment Canada 
official Ken Wild said Cran- 
brook is among the alternatives 
being considered; the• site at 
C|istlegar isn't secure nough, he 
explained. 
Stephen Rybeck of Transport 
Canada public affairs in Van. 
couver said moving the toxic 
materials i part Of the outcome 
to do with thetoxic material. 
Rybeck described the Terrace 
airport bunker as "the best site 
that meets federal standards". 
Wild said that for the time 
being thebest hing that can be 
done with PCB-containing ma- 
terial - -  mostly electrical trans- 
formers and flourescent light 
ballasts-- is store them. The 
equipment is much safer stored 
than in service, he added. 
Environment' Canada's long- 
term plan is to store the items 
pending some method of safely 
destroying them, probably by 
incineration. 
There are currently five bar- 
rels of PCB-containing equip- 
ment stored in the bunker at the 
Terrace-Kitimat airport. None 
of it came from other facilities, 
Rybeck said. 
• days with a 300-hour-per-year 
option for some evening or 
weekend service. An added sug- 
gestion for this service is to offer 
one.day-a-week service to Usk, 
Gossan Creek and Copperside 
estates; Kitselas and Old Remo; 
and Kitsumkalum and New• 
Remo, Recommended fares are 
$1.25 within the city limits and 
$1.50 from rural areas into the 
city. Attendants would ride free. passengers, and would cost an" 
Thisseridce•wouldrequire24- additional $28,000 per -year. 
hour advanced booking by This system option would boost 
clients and the projected cost is the number of midday runs, 
about $66,000 per year to serve making- it an hourly service to • 
an annual ridersbip of about 
6,500 passengers. 
The second option requires no 
additional purchase, would 
boost the present annual rider- 
ship i by an estimated 12.000 
provide what the report de- 
scribes as "an incentive to mid- 
day users". To increase acces- 
sibility, there would be more 
stops per route tO decrease walk- 
cont inued on page 24  
. , ' -  _ " . .  . . .  : • , .  
The pieces of the puzzle that was Skylink flight 070 are now in Vancouver being analyzed by 
federal Investigators. A handwritten sign appeared in Skylink's Terrace offi©e Indicating 
they will re-open tomorrow, but that appears unlikely - -  the airline's operating certificate 
has been cancelled. 
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 Regional 
The Regional District of Kiti- 
mat-Stikine has asked the pro- 
vincial goverment o place a 
moratorium on any further de- 
velopment in the area surround- 
ing Meziadin Lake until an en- 
vironmental study can deter' 
mine the impact of private and 
commercialdevelopment in. the. 
area. .  
The move suggests a harden- 
ing of regional district policy on 
the Meziadin Lake area since a 
request last spring that the prov- 
ince restrict any further develop- 
ment to conform with the land 
use plan already in effect for the 
area. Events of the past few 
months, however, suggest hat  
conforming to land use plans 
may not be enough to save what 
director Harry Nyce describes as 
the principle spawning area fo r  
Nags River sockeye and chinook 
salmon. 
Prior to the call for a mora -~ 
torium, the regional district a- 
bled one item and refused sup- 
port for all current land use 
referrals from the Ministry of 
Crown Lands :which affect the 
Meziadin area. All of these 
items, according to regional 
district administration, indicate 
increasing activity in a sensitive 
ecological area which could 
adversely affectthe balance of 
, f  
r 
Reasons for increased activity 
in the Meziadin area cited by 
regional district administration 
include Hwy. 37 improvements 
and advertising which have at-: 
tracted a growing i~ number of 
Amefican:toorists, a-recreation- 
al subdivision ontbe lakeshore, 
the North Coast-Nechako high- 
.way maintenance complex, in- 
creased mining acti~/ity and an 
increase in the Ministry of For- 
ests anfiual allowable cut in the 
Meziadin area. 
The annual allowable cut in 
the Meziadin area is presently 
estimated at over 1.2 million 
cubic meters per year. This fac- 
tor alone, according to adminis- 
tration, accounts for the estab- 
lishment of three large log 
camps over the past five years, 
all within a 25-kilonieter radius 
of Meziadin Junction. These in- 
clude the Elsworth Brothers Or- 
erda Camp 10 kilometers outh 
of Meziadin Junction .which 
houses 150 people year round in 
a bunkhouse and approximately 
60trailers. This camp has oper- 
ated for the past five years 
without a site permit and is 
expected to be.in operation for 
another I0 years. 
The SeCond is a camp 25 
kilometers north of the junction 
operated by Buffalo Head For- 
year-round camp houses 70 
workers in a bunkhouse and'. 
trailers and is also the site of a 
maintenance shop. ,This" , camp 
has bern in the area ,for about 
two years is expected to 5e in 
operation .for at least another 
five. 
The third, S seasonal camp 
operated  by Tay-M Logging of 
:::iii!i ~ 
~i.:~,~,~:~;...;~; ' ' : . . .  
ment, About 30 of these one- nificantly. 
acre lots are developed and sev, The first is an application. 
eral are used as permanent resi- • from Elsworth =tO increase the 
dences for workers in the area. .size of,their ~ (!iendacamp. This 
Another commercial, opera-. ~ item:-wastabl! !bY the. regiomil 
tionin the :area isoperated by :i: distdct.iastMayfor.!:more inf r- 
Nechako-North Coast : Road.. mationandagain last month for 
Maintenace of smithers.Necha-: :clarificatiOn Of theinf0[rnation 
ko.North Coast is an employee, :- supPlied,:-The xPansiOn pro-. 
owned company which contacts posal, however, i~ not being 
Terrace, is' located nine kilom-roadmaintermce work with the 
eters south o£ the junction ~and ~ Ministry of Highways-andoper- 
houses about 30 workers for six,! ates a 37-man camp seven kilom- 
to seven months of the-year. eters westof the junctio n. 
This camp as well was estab- At• this site, Nechako-North 
Coast operates a -restaurant and 
• dining room; convenience store, 
pos t office; a. 28-room innwith 
eight of the robms rented to 
full-time employees, a 16-site 
serviced trailer park of which 90  
percent is rented to employees,: 
and a 50-plus Unserviced RV site 
which -is slated for expansion. 
Current estimates-made by 
regional district .administration 
placethe total workforce in the 
immediate Meziadin area at 300 
to 375. There are. no readily 
available stimates on.the num- 
ber of children and non-working 
adults in the area but new appli- 
cations .before the Ministry of. 
• Crown lands threaten to in- 
creasethe permanent and sea- 
- sonal• population in the area 
surrounding Meziadin Lake sig- 
viewed favorably. 
Another application comes 
from Kenneth Patrick Drey of 
Stewart, who wants to build a 
40-site tourist campground and 
RV park 10 kilometers outh of 
Orenda. The regional dis~ct 
objects to this proposal since it 
is contrary to the HWy. 37 corri- 
dor development plan and com- 
pounds the growing problem of  
scattered, Uncontrolled evelop- 
ment in the area, 
Another proposal the Rgional 
district is taking a dim~view of 
comes from Hechako-North 
Coast, who want to develop 10.5 
hectares of Crown land adjacent 
to their pre~nt site for addition- 
al industrial storage space and 
another RV. park and campsite. 
• . Adding .to the concern of the 
regional district is a new Buffalo. 
Head logging, operation on the 
west side of Meziadin Lake 
which is already being developed~ 
accor~ng to Hyce. 
lished without the appropriate 
permit about two years ago and 
is expected to be in operation for 
at least another 10 years. Also, 
the Tay-M camp is expected to 
grow to about 75 to 100 workers 
by 1991. 
Other concentrations of pop- 
ulation in the area include a 
private enterprise located at the 
junction itself. Operated by Ar- 
mand Leblanc, the facility 
boasts a restaurant and dining 
room, a small retail store, six- 
unit motel and 36 bunkhouse 
units, 20 serviced mobile home 
and RV sites which serve both 
overnight and permanent users, 
and an automotive service center 
which offers fuel and repairs. 
Approximately five kilometers 
south of the junction is' a 40-1at 
est Products of :Stewart. This residential recreational develov- 
nature. , , 
VIA:cuts, UI changes, new taX, 
agenda for fall Commons session: 
Cuts in VIA Rail' seryi.'ce, the passenger rail service by.arguing tiers, especiallyi~ for:r those in. 
that it is. an essential, service for 
the region. 
The federal, Goods and Ser- 
vices Tax is slotted to take effect 
session agenda of theHouse of atthe beginning of 1991, leaving 
Commons that Skeena MP Jim a lot of time for modifications to
Fulton has set his sights on. the current proposal. Fulton 
federal Goods and Services Tax 
and revisions to qualifications 
for  Unemployment Insurance 
benefits-are items on the Fall 
said he believes the rate, initially 
announced atnine percent, was 
pegged at an unreasonably high 
rate by the Tories to allow room 
for reduction, making a tax at a 
lower rate easier to sell to the 
public. "I think they'll broaden 
the base of the tax and reduce 
the rate," Fulton said, and then 
added that the-government has 
set aside $7 million for a public 
relations campaign: to make the 
tax easier to swallow. "It's 
propaganda, and it's not ap- 
propriate," he remarked. 
Proposed changes to the Un- 
employment Insurance regula- 
tions, if passed, ~re going to 
have a drastic effect on the 
Northwest, he predicted. 
"There are substantial ramifica- 
In an interview at the end of 
September Fulton•said he ex- 
pected the Skeena run of VIA's 
passenger serviceto be cut from 
three times to twice a week. 
Although that cut, hasn't yet 
materialized, federal Transport 
Minister Benoit Bouchard has 
not ruled out further cuts pend- 
ing studies. In a previous round 
of cuts the Skeena was spared 
because it is the sole transporta- 
tion services for a number of 
small communities between 
Prince Rupert and Jasper. 
The feds have expressed the 
intention to examine the cost of 
establishing alternative trans- 
portation for ,,,~ose communi- 
ties. Fulton says he will try to 
forestall any further cuts in the 
• seasonal, occupations," " "h~ I ' ~ d  . 
"Many  people wig be~harmed. ''
The changes tO 'UI ,would in, 
crease the .number of weeks of 
work required, to fide a.claim .in 
many instances, and: the benefits 
for those who qualify will be 
calculated on an amended for- 
mula which would result in 
smaller cheques for many sea- 
sonal workers. Seasonal occupa- 
tions in the region include log- 
ging, mining and fishing. 
"These are historic industries o f  
enormous value," Fulton said, 
The government has projected 
that the new rules would dis- 
entitle 30,000 Canadians from 
• UI benefits, Fulton said, but 
Statistics Canada calculates 
13o,000. 
The Commons committee 
charged wi'th' examining the pro- 
posed changes finished its hear- 
ings on September 28, Fulton 
said. Their report was released 
. yesterday. *~ 
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ACROSS 
1 Touched 
.5 Pronoun 
8 Reletlve pronoun 
12 Medicinal plant 
13 Mineral source 
14 First rate 
15 Indlcaled 
1 ? Fixed ro,,tine 
18 Arid 
19 Visit.2 wd,q 
21 Sugary 
- 24 Scheme.~ 
25 Twist 
26 Settled 
27 Kansas. abbr. 
30 Thoseln power 
3l  Linden 
32 Cadmus' daughlnr 
33 Common 
EuropeanguII 
34 Zest 
35 . . . .  Johnson" 
36 Expiate 
38 Essenllal 
39 Ointment 
41 Knighl's li l le 
~: 42 Paln 
' Intenors Ltd. : 
,, ~ Exterior and-interior .paints., .~ • r " 
Armstrong flooring e Harding/.c~i~s 
- Sunwonhy wallpaper- 
"All the suppliesyou need," 
• 4610 Laze l le  Ave .  - 
• 655-5600 : 
THIS WE:RKS 
PUZZI,E ANSWER 
43 Food, pl. 
48 Road 
49 Greek "R" 
.~e 50 Pertaining to fllflhl 
51 Bounders 
52 Fool 
~:t . 53 Spur 
DOWN:.. 
~:  t o lv ,n" law ";;;~ 
2 Yale 
c 3 Shlp'srocord~ 
: 4 Caredfor ,~- 
~.-_ 
5 Sacred 
6 Anger - 
~ Inlerferrlng 
Fodune-lell lng card " 
9 Stl l lened skirt 
10 Against ' 
I t  Teenager ' " • " 
16 Skill 
20 Stal l  
21 Flea1 " 
22 . __  anddlne 
23 Wrapped 
24 Tom . __  
26 Programmers 
28 Theater group 
29 Chflslmas group 
34 Also 
35 Protectlvodevlce. 
t, 2wds, " . , .  . 
37 flOWS 
38 Bywayo l  , -  
39 Secular 
40 Elghl, p re f ix  " ~ ' • 
41 Halt . , 
44 Exclamation' 
"45 Zodiac sign 
46 Age 
47 Turf 
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Title le the other "white stuff", not snow but thousands of tons of salt that will be used to 
treat local highways this winter. It arrived last week at the docks in Kitlmat for North Coast 
Road Maintenance. 
• , , . . . . . .  
:Ready for ice 
. . . . .  - ! .  : 
The salt barged into Kitimat tor in the Smithers district and: 
• to the city Pubfic Works de,art-: )n 'Friday will season the 
)udgets of the winter's road de-  
zing programs for northern 
Oramunities 'this year'. 
by Nancy Orr 
• Enough sodium chloride to 
ill the whole field at Skeena 
econdary School --  5,400 ton- 
es - -  arrived by barge Oct. 6 at 
a.m. in Kitimat after a 42-hour 
3w from Vancouver by the huge 
~g "Seaspan Queen". 
In previous years the salt for 
ae Terrace Highways District 
~as hipped to Prince George by 
•ain and then transferred to 
• ueks to be brought o Terrace; 
'his year, North Coast Road 
,.laintenance arranged for the 
more direct and cheaper oute 
and will be able to distribute the 
salt to the neighboring contrac- 
ments of Terrace.and K i t imat ,  
A spokesperson for- North • 
Coast estimated that a town us, 
ing 500 metric tons of salt could ~ 
save about $20,000 for its tax 
payers. • -- 
The salt originates in the 
Atacama Desert in central Chilei 
where it is drilled and blasted 
and mined and then trucked by 
huge moving machines to a port 
near Santiago. 
It is estimated that the moun- 
tain of sodium chloride there, is- 
sufficient for 10,000 years. : i , .  
Trucks worked all day Friday, 
transporting the product- to 
depots and s torage  areas 
throughout the district. 
North Coast will be bagging 
the salt for homeowners in the 
near future attheir maintenance 
shop on Park Avenue. 
Where women go , when there's nowhere to turn 
• During the month, of August 
Ksan House, the Terrace shelter 
for battered wives and other 
.women .who need a temporary 
place to stay, had an average 
occupancy rate o f  68 percent. 
Most of the time, its 10 spaces 
are booked full. In the Terrace 
area men are still beating the 
women Who are thei~."p~ii'tne'rs~..~ 
and Ksan is g~,~$h~¢m-~, ~f~ 
place to stay. 
:children with her, the battering 
husband compulsively concen- 
trates on bringing her back 
home, After the reunion, there's 
a sort of "honeymoon" period~ 
but then the tension begins to 
build again. 
When that tension reaches a
critical point he violence breaks 
OUt, /ind" the"cy¢le be~gTnsall~ 
over:'.~,. ~. .:.,- 
When you're a; wife who has ~.-,. 
KSAN. HOUSE 
The womenwho use Ksan as 
interim :shelter while they decide 
their next step are not told or 
advised what to do with their 
lives, McCauley saySPThe staff 
are there t~ provide counselling, 
support and referrals to other 
services when asked to do so .  
They are de,~Itng";~ith pe0pie 
* q ' l'~ "a*  ~ " : " '~r - justwalked Outof an in to le rab le_  whose lives ~e in crisis~and t h . . . ~:~  ,. ~ ~ .:,.. -. :- . 
byMichael Key  home situafi0~,- where do  you  underlymg~destion~people who 
~ l~d;~, lol/4?_ii|'il~'Tdi~i~:"iWe.r'~g O? Womeh"whcnegl_ hell~are work at Ksan face every day 
the na.~ifinh nf nrnt, rm'enor  referred to Ksanbythe Terrace~ revolves the :root c~use of vio- 
dinator and administrator for .Vtcttm Assistance..program, lence in. familie~ :.-- what brings 
Ksan House at tli~begimiing of who often make ~'contact,,with meh tO such a' level  of moral 
August. Although the facilities 
are available for any- woman 
who needs tempo~'accommo- 
dation, most of the people who 
come to If, san are women and 
• children who are victims of fam- 
ily violence. McCauley says the 
core funding received from the 
Ministry of Social Services ancF 
Housing is adequate foroperat- 
ing the program,~ but she sees 
other needs that aren't being 
addressed. 
Many of the faces that are 
seen at Ksan appear there r~- 
peatedly. "There's a definite 
cycle of abuse," McCauley says, 
and it seems to happen over and 
over - -  when an abused woman 
leaves home. often taking the 
• them when theRCMP ate ~ed 
outl to answer •an assault com-~ 
plaint,  or by Mllls-Memoriai ~ 
Hospital, which has tt full-time 
social worker on staff, o r  
• through the Ministry of Soci~il 
Services and Housing district 
office, the local medical com- 
munity~ the probation office, 
the co~ections ervice, or alco- 
hol and.drug counsellors. Some: 
timeswomen find the service on 
their own or through friends. :
Ksan House-is operated by 
'three full-time staff members 
(notlincluding McCanley), one 
permanent part-time staffer and 
a, group of auxiliary Workers. 
Everyone involved in the pro- 
gram goes., through a rigid 
screening process. 
,degradation that they-resort to 
beating up the women,, and 
sometimes the children, they 
have chosen to  live with? 
• Seeking theanswe¢ requires a
more wide-ranging: approach 
than providing shelter. McCau- 
Icy says men have phoned If, san, 
calling for counselling to help 
them come to terms with their 
violent natures. There is no pro- 
gram for them here. Women 
who check, into Ksan can stay 
for a maximum of two weeks 
under the program, with an 
additional two-week extension if
approved by the Ministry of 
Social ~Services and Housing, 
What happens when they leave? 
Some return to the same situa- 
tion, and then reappear weeks or 
I I  
WE MAY BEIN 'MOTION 
BUT YOU ,,CAN STILL CATCH US 
We are still in the process of moving our stock, equipment and business fix- 
tures into the new building at 4421 H ighway 16, right acrpss the bridge from 
Ferry Island. We're very busy, but not too busy to take care of the most impor- 
tant part of our business - -  our customers. 
We are still maintaining full services at our present location on the west side 
of town. We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause. 
Watch for an ad announcing our GRAND OPENING soon, and in the mean- 
time continueto expect the best in contracting and industrial repairs, parts and 
services from us. 
B RIVER INDUSTRIES  ~ ~ 
(TERRACE)  LTD.  ~ 1 @  
5130A Highway 16 West 
635-7383 
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months later with fresh injuries, violence, but not a solution to 
Others try to start anew on their the cause. "We need to take a 
own with a minimum of re- hollstic view of the problem,, 
sources. What happens to them? McCauley says. 
McCauley wo.uld like to see a In addition to shelter for bat- 
foliow-up serwce for women tered women and interim hous- 
who leave Ksan under a host of ing for women who need it for 
difficulties, somethe same ones any reason, Ksan als0 provides 
• they came ~-ith, others ~ newly one space for the Community 
created by the determination to Corrections service. Women 
• make •changes in theirlives, convicted of minor offenses that 
Ksan has been a low-profile involve impris0nmenf can serve 
service, thatis used to the max i -  their time at  Ksan rather than 
mum,:~it's also gotten a lot of, being sent :hun~ ofimilesto 
quiet community support, the nearest corrections center 
McCauley says. Donations of for women. 
furniture,- clothing, dishes, cash, Ksan House, which...will be 
se _ryices and other forms-of help called the ~Terrace - Transition 
come in consistently.- Women House starting neXt year, is one 
who decide not to return to of three programs, administered 
violent homes can at least start by the Ksan House-Society~in 
out with the minimum material future issues the Terrace Review 
goods required to begin setting will examine the other two ser- 
up a household, vices: the Sexual Assault Centre 
Ksan is a response to a perva- and Osborne House. ,. 
sive problem, and the Terrace 
facility serves the entire region. The society's annual general 
McCauley says they get referrals meeting will be held Nov. 21 at 
from Kitimat, Hazelton and the 7:30 p.m. in the basement meet- 
Nass Valley as well as Terrace ing room of the Terrace Public 
and Thornldll. Referrals from Library. Board director Shelley 
Smithers will end in November Lachance said the society is 
when Attorney General Bud seeking more members and 
Smith opens a provincially- greater community involvment 
funded transition house there, in their services, and they will 
It's a ned:led and valuable also be launching a volunteer 
resource for victims of family recruitment program soon. 
: :~~. .  
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Our low-interest financing 8S lOW as 
makes it easier than ever for 
you to buy a new Ski-Doo ,100 o0 per month 
snowmobile. Come in today 
and choose the sled you've ~k/ 'dO~Z,  1990 
always wanted. We'l[help you 
arrange financing all the fun. OUR t.~E !$ PBtFORAMtKE. 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
• SALES LTD. 
4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635.6384 
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Smoke and smokescreens 
Mere hours after Skylink flight 070 went down near 
the Terrace-Kitimat Airport, killing seven people, a lot 
of uninformed and ill-conceived clamoring began for 
the prohibition of prescribed burning on logged-over 
forest sites. 
In this particular situation, opinions on whether the 
prescribed burn technique is a legitimate silviculture 
tool are irrelevant. What is being called into question 
is whether the smoke from the burns set on the 
Lakelse River and in the Thunderbird area adjacent o 
the airport on Sept. 25 caused a fatal air crash the 
next day by reducing visibility. The answer is that they 
didn't, and the use of this incident by opponents of 
prescribed burning as a sort of launching platform 
against he practice obscures the primary issue, which 
is discovering what actually caused the crash. 
There are a number of weather Conditions that can 
reduce Visibility in landing areas, and each has dif- 
ferent characteristics. The one thing they do have in 
common is that caution and experience are required 
on the part of any pilot attempting to land in limited 
visibility, whether it's'caused by fog, smoke, rain or 
snow. The aircraft has to be well-maintained and 
mechanically sound to be safe in any weather. 
It is becoming apparent from developments since 
the accident hat Skylink's maintenance practices and  
policies regarding assignment of flight .crews are, at 
the very least, questionable. Revokation of an airline's 
operating certificate, the action taken against Skyiink 
by the federal- regulators, is the most serious punitive 
measure Transport Canada can take against a com- 
mercial:air carrier. It can be interpreted as an' indica- 
tion that there were deplorable flaws in Skylink's 
operations. 
If the problems were that serious, the real under- 
lying question that arises here is why Skylink was 
allowed to continue flying until seven people were 
killed. Who will investigate the investigators? 
While the real causes of the Skylink 070 disaster are 
being probed, let's not allow a smokescreen to obscure 
the issues. Let's leave the practice of prescribed burn- 
ing where it,belongs, in the venue of forestry, not 
aviation. 
t 
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VICTORIA-  A house di- 
vided. 
That's how Attorney-General 
Bud Smith described Social 
Credit during this exceptional 
week in B.C. politics, and he 
has neverbeen ~iore accurate. 
Regardi~s of how the caucus 
and Premier Bill Vander Zalm 
might now sing "Solidarity 
Forever" for the cameras after 
a week of public political 
bloodletting, that divided house 
will still be that way next week, 
and the next, for some while 
. ..C=NA. yet. 
~ One thing has become in- 
creasingly apparent - -  even to 
Vender Zalm. Rightly or 
. . . . . . . . . .  ~ wrongly, he is viewed as the 
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primary cause of the turmoil, 
angst, envy, anger and fear 
within the house of Social 
Credit. 
And those emotions, coupled 
with bruised egos, which 
prompted four backbenchers to 
resign from the government 
caucus, will not be changed, 
overnight. In fact, a number of 
Socred MLAs still believe that 
they have no hope of  winning a 
general election if the premier : 
stays. 
Why7 Because of all the 
many things Bill Vender Zalm 
is -- super salesman, optimistic 
cheerleader, wheeler dealer -- 
he is not a good leader. 
Now I have few qualifica- 
tions to permit me to be so ar- 
rogant as to tell him what a 
good leader is, or does, or how 
he or she deals with difficult 
situations and people, But I do 
know, after.three years Of 
watching him and his govern- 
ment daily, and of listening to 
senior members o f  his caucus 
and cabinet in their most ca,- 
:. : - - : : ) ' . ' :  .•- 
, • f .2 ,  . 
c~> 
. • • . • - :,  ~ .  
The view f rom 
Victoria --- 
by John Pifur 
~,  :~ i ; ,~ '4~'~ , ~ . , ,  
did moments, that he is not a 
good leader. 
Decisive action •for the good 
of the province and the good 
of his own party should take 
precedence over self-interest 
and personal preferences or
prejudices. With the Zalm, that 
has not appeared to be the 
case .  
Decisive action to deal with 
those who plot against him, 
and an understanding that con- 
fiict and compromise go hand- 
in-hand in life and politics 
would have served him well... 
but they have not. 
During the week of "divide 
and conquer" meetings he held 
with his backbenchers before 
Friday's crucial caucus 
meeting, Vander Zalm was told 
a few truths which would have 
been self-evident to anyone but 
a man Who steadfastly, stub. 
bornly believes that his way, 
his mission, his • vision is the 
only true, right and perfect 
one. 
Behind theeyes of a zealot 
lurks a refusal to see things as 
they are, and an inability to ac- 
cept that others with different 
views, visions or ideas may not 
be the enemy. 
This reporter has spoken 
with a number of the MLAs 
since their meetings with the 
premier; and all seemed to be 
convinced that he was• listening 
and actually heard what they 
were telling him. 
And that included everything 
from concerns about the vin- 
dictive nature of a leader who 
would punish Vancouver by 
keeping a representative 
member out of his Cabinet, to 
anger that he would threaten to 
take them all down with them 
in whatwo~d~ib~ ari!ill.timed: : 
genera~ele~ion:if they got out. 
of line. 
The messages delivered to 
Mr. Vander Zalm through the 
past 18 months have rarely 
changed. He has given ab- 
solutely no indication that he 
heard them -- whether it be the 
crushing by-election defeats in 
seats which •used to be ',auto- 
matic" wins, or the repeated 
appeals to back off ,on his 
righteous attitudes which are so 
out of step with today's 
modern world. 
Maybe this time, something 
has sunk in, got through tO 
him. Maybe. 
Mr. Vander Zalm will not be 
announcing his departure now, 
nor after his Hawaiian holiday 
(if he still goes), or even at the 
convention at the end of the 
month. He cannot be seen to 
be leaving under pressure from 
the defectors or others in his 
caucus who just wish he would 
disappear. 
An immediate departure 
would alienate the Zalmoid sec- 
tor of the party who would 
then go looking for the Reform 
Party or the Christian Heritage" 
Party, thus splitting the free- 
enterprise vote even more.. 
Bot those in his cabinet, 
caucus and party executive who 
want Social Credit to survive, 
and to prevail, in British Col- 
umbia have not and will not 
change their minds that he 
must depart. 
Most are leaving that deci- 
sion, and its timing, to Mr. 
Vender Zalm; Caucus chairman 
Carol Gran put it.best his past 
week when she said that every 
MLA had a righ~ to:~question , 
,.~ oontlnued on page 5 
. , .  
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A recent survey in ,the Northwest showed that alcohol 
abuse is the  number one health concern o f  people riving 
i~ the region: 
do you th ink  a lcoho l  , .- .r .J 
.   !abuse seems to: besuch  ill 
a er ious  prob lem . . . .  • . • :, 7 . : ,~ ' j~ i ; ' (• .<,  , 
or thwest?  in  the  N . . . . .  , -  
Robert Cowan Doug Johnson 
A lot of people aren't Mainly peer pressure, 
working,  so there is It's soclally acceptable all 
nothing for them to do. over the place. 
Olga Lavallee 
Lack of things to do. 
Eddie Wolfe 
It's a good questlonl 
This Is ,an Isolated area 
and there are not enough 
night time activities (like 
teen nightclubs), to keep 
people from drinking ex- 
cessively. 
person•woods 
Usually :because they 
think there is. nothing to: 
co. i : ii  • 
John Paul Dodd 
Unemployment may be 
a factor. Most people 
ddnk. for  enjoyment and 
some. do  not know When 
to say "when". 
Marls=, Ramus , 
Drinkers ,will find any 
:i• excusel For example, 
: '  'drinking places are this 
! .on ly  .place to go for- 
" ~soclallzlng'. For young 
},,peoplelt may make them /~,~: > 
~.ifeel 'grown up'. Some . ~ : 
-dr ink  because they are ,.:::.:.,.',,.:~ 
bored or they enjoy• being : 
part of a drinking• 'group'. '~?~ 
For  any excuse that Is -.~, 
,used I can find one that , r ~ r' ~ ~" ~ 
says you don't have .to_ ,,,'i~: ,,:~::~s~i~ 
drink, ": 
"! )i 
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Letters to the Editor 
Problem of access  • 
To the Editor; 
In January 1988, the Supreme 
Court of canada struck down 
Canada's unfair abortion law, 
affmTting freedom of choice for 
women. Once again last July, 
the Supreme Court, in striking 
down the Quebec Court of Ap- 
peal's injunction forbidding 
Chantal Dalgle from having an 
abortion, told the country that 
abortion is legal in this country. 
• There is" no need for a new 
i'aborti0n law: since the Supreme 
Court took abortion out of the 
Criminal Code, women have 
continued to make •responsible 
decisions about heir reproduc- 
tive • lives. Therehasn't been 
chaos in the streets as predicted 
by the anti-choice. The only 
problem• is limited access in 
many provinces and territories. 
Woman are not criminals, 
Abortion i sa  medical pro- 
cedure,, it does not belong inthe 
Criminal Code. Instead, the 
federal government should :use 
its power under the Canada " 
Health Act to ensure that prov- 
inees:provice full access to abor- 
tion services. 
As Chantal Daigle has  so 
clearly shown, abortion is a per- 
sonal matter. It does •not belong 
on the front pages, or in the 
judgdS chambers, or before a 
therapeutic abortion committee. 
The decision of whether or not 
to have children belongs within 
our private fives. No one else can:. 
decide for us. 
: Carol Sabo, 
. . . .  .-,... .Terrace, B.C, 
• ,. • . , 
Bravo  for daycare  
To the Editor; 
A t ip of the hat and a big 
"thank you" to Gaff Rowley 
and the Kalum Day Care for the 
great care and kindness hown 
• the':little ones of my. family and 
friends: . . . . . .  
Gall  fliinl~" only of the 
children in her care; careful 
both inside and out are pro- 
Vided, and I have heard two- 
year-olds inging songs learned 
at Gaff's, very nicely and proud- 
ly. She gives the children a sense 
of great Self.esteem. 
So, thanks again, and keep up 
the good work, Gall. 
• supervision and lots of fun are (Mrs.) Ads Solowoniuk, 
~vhat she provides. Many toys Terrace, B.C. 
Psychede l i c  success  
To the Editor, , . , ~, • ,. • Electric Stage • Hogs, i Bill 
.Like, thanks to all. fl~ose Voirath, De~ Weim~z,(~ly& 
groovy, hip, far-out people who Sampare, Mehrzad Vahedi and 
made the psychedelic 60.'s C0f- George Stanley), all in a mellow 
fee House an astronomical suc- atmosphere -- verycool vibes! 
cess. " ' ' K]m Cordeiro, 
It was a happening night of " . Student Activities 
way-cool entertainment (The •. , Coordinator, Nwcc  
• P I fe r - -  0o, , , .uo0  from ipage4 : 
the leadership, "but we do not Pa.rting Thought: The afore- 
have a fight to force him from mentioned Bud Smith made it 
office. Any decision such as  Very plain this week that he 
that must be made by him, 
period." 
Some MLAs are doing all 
they can. to hurry that:along, 
which may prove to be the 
greatest ~mistake of all when 
dealing with this man. 
We can only wait, watch and 
,wonder .... and be grateful that 
events have shown that the 
media, which the premier kept 
bashing as-the root of all evil, 
has proved instead to be an ac- 
curatereflection f how he and 
, his me~ods are viewed by his ' 
• colleagues, his party, and the 
voters of B.C. 
ml 
believes he can be, and wants 
to be, the leader of the 
Socreds. In a most unusual 
50-minute xchange with 
reporters, he was candid, open 
and honest aboutthe mess the 
party is in, and he signalled. 
clearly that Grace McCarthy 
and any other pretender to the 
throne was going to. have Our 
Bud to deal with, if the throne 
becomes vacant. He scored 
considerable points with this 
performance, which followed 
two weeks of Mr.~ Smith being 
The Invisible Man. Stay tunedl. 
Casting call 
The Terrace Little Thea- 
tre's production of Ladies in 
Retirement hinges on one 
critical e lement -  they've 
got to find a leading man. 
The group wants to stage 
six performances of the Brit- 
hh melodrama for local au- 
diences at the end of Novem- 
ii her, but the role of Albert 
Feather, a key character in 
the play, hD to be filled this 
week. 
Albert Fetther is described 
m a charismatic tope  with n 
penchant for fraud. His ad ,  
ventures with st group of 
little old ladies in rund Eng- 
hind form the plot of the 
play. 
Anyone who would like to 
take a run st some fun ud  
skulduuery on stage is in- 
vited terry out at the McColi 
Theatre on Kalum St. tumor. 
row night at 7:30. The diree. 
tot ud  crating hHd for tim 
production Is Ken Morton, 
4. 
) ,  
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All I wanted to was change 
the wallpaper. It was fairly 
'hideous, this ancient blue ~ 
flowery stuff, causing us to 
refer to our guest room as the 
',ugly :room", These huge 
bright blue flowers were con- 
nected with ostentatious swirly 
designs, likesomething 
Liberace would have chosen. 
This wallpaper was so loud and 
ratty-looking, I 'm sure it kept 
our guests awake at night. So I 
thought I'd simply tear it all 
down, and put up something 
normal and inoffensive. Not 
anything extravagant from 
"House Beautiful" magazine, 
• -just nice enough to improve the 
room. An afternoon's work. 
A week later, after steaming 
off three layers of the ugliest 
wallpaper imaginable, scraping 
carefully against he wallboard, 
removing baseboards and trim 
to get all .the bits off, and using 
language unbecoming to a re- 
freed lady, the walls were bare. 
"Stark naked" is amore 
suitable term:. 
Myhusband saidthat he 
furnace duct should be en- 
closed inwallboard. He said 
the walls and closet need 
drywall taping and painting. 
And the ceifing needs repaint- 
ing, and shouldn't we get a 
~/ew light fixture? 
Myfather-iwlaw said that 
the corner should have built-in 
shelving. He said the fuse-box 
The way: . . . . .  
I see tt 
S " " b y  • tephan lo  Wlebe  
Should. be ~ covered in more 
completely, and the room 
shOUldn't have w~lpaper, but 
• neecls t0 be painted. He helped 
myhusband close in the fur- 
nace duct, and looked at the 
leftover wood hopefully. "Yep, 
there's enough fojr shelves." 
The windowsills need pain-  
ting, too. And there's.no prop- 
er trim around the casements. 
My husband said the base- 
boards should all be refinished. 
I searched all over town for 
wallpaper. It should be white 
with a simple brown pattern, 
nothing too exotic. The only ap- 
propriate paper I coutd rind 
would cost three times as much 
as I'd like to spend on a room 
I rarely enter. But the walls are 
naked now, and the furnace 
duct is all closed in and the 
ceiling will be repainted soon. 
Sglithe wallpaper has to look 
good to finish off the room. 
How did I get into this? I 
only wanted to change some 
wallpaper; an aftqrnoon's 
work. I don't w~t  to spend 
$75 re,wallpape~g a basement 
room. I don't W?tht to paint the 
ceiling. I don't want  built-in 
• shelving. And I don ' t  want to 
refinish baseboards. 
I should've just closed ~ei~i=:. 
door. That old blue flowery, 
stuff wasn't really so bad, you 
know, if you just learned to ig- 
nore it.. 
France destination 
for NWCCstudy tours 
April~in Paris may be every- 
one's dream, but June in Paris 
will be a close second and a reali- 
ty fo r two local groups travelling 
to France next summer. 
by Nancy On' 
Two instructors at Northwest 
COmmunity College, Jo Patter- 
son, French andEnglish instruc- 
tor, and Frieda Dams, Com- 
munity Education Services, will 
be conducting two study groups 
to France, leaving Terrace 
June 29. 
The Patterson tour will be 
from June 29.~.to July 31, the 
Dams tour, from June 29 to 
July 9. 
Both groups will Spend the 
:first six days in Paris at a hotel 
near the  Luxembourg Gardens. 
TheLouvre, the Centre Pom- 
pid0u, ithe Musee d'Orsay, and 
the Bastille opera area are 
:~among the tours planned for 
• their stayin Paris, as well as tWO 
days of free time for individual 
pursuits, 
From Paris, the two groups 
:will go their different ways. 
The Patterson tour will travel 
the short distance to A,gexs, a 
town of  about 180,000:in the 
Loire •valley. There they will 
spend a month w i th~ French 
family while, studying at. the 
C~tre  . . . in t~t ion~ D,Etudes 
F r~ses  (CIDB~, ~ interna-. 
tional school that has been pro- 
viding 22 levels of teaching, 
from beginners up, for more 
than 40 years to 40 nationalities. 
Patterson, who has a PhD. in 
French, took the teacher profi- I 
ciency program last year at 
1 CIDEF. "The  countrys ide is beautiful," said Patterson, 
"dotted with historic chateaux 
and towns. The theater festival 
will be on. There will be 16ts o f  
tours of interest for everyone 
who wants to go, and oppor- 
tunities to travel;" 
The other tour, with Frieda 
Dams, will travel to Noir 
Moutier-en-L'Isle, to stay,at a 
hotel and explore the country. 
An ability to speak French is not 
a necessity for this tour, but as 
there is very little English spoken 
= m the regmn, a knowledge of the 
language would be helpful, 
To make the trips more en- 
joyable, the instructors will ar- 
range three pre-departure ses- 
sions in the spring on travel tips, 
non-verbal communication, and 
"Europe 1990". There will also 
be an information session on  
Nov, 2, 
Further inforn~ation may be 
obtained from NWCC, 
,635-6511, ask for Frieda Dams, 
Community Education Services, 
or  J0 Patterson,. local .249, 
:.Tuesdays I to 3 p.m,. • " " 
• . . , .  
. . . :  : , .  
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The .Terrace!Child Development Centre Will: benefit: from., a $6,000 :B,C."Lotterles grant 
presented by.aLA Dave Parker recently, The money Will .help yover the'costof renovations 
and new equipment' •Seen above with some of thebeneficlarses of;the.~;uu improvements 
are board member Heather Gur?sey,- board Chairman: Vivlan. Steele, M LA Dave Parker and 
CDC coordinator Margot HaYes - . .  !: : ' i .  i , : . 
Fine D in ing  
~ ~  in quiet surroundingsl 
" 5 p.m. 10 p,m. '  r~ k ~' 
4620 Lake~se Avenue 
638 8141 'I 
This Spot c 
be your 
' L I  , 
, ..Polly's Care 
~Chinese  & Western Cuis ine 
,,.:,,,,,,,.,o.=..°.- o,.°,°., 
Fd, & 881. 1~80 8.m. -- i a.m. 
t~JnUgy 12:00 t.tn. - -  10 pJn. 
4913 Keith Avenue, 
838-1848 o, 638-8034 
I 7 • GMS 
RESTAURANT 
~_~ Chinese & canadian Food ~,~ 
~t/~ OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 1if, It, 
lit'~ Mo,, - w,d ,:so,,.,,. - !o:oo p.,,. ~ili 
~@. rh . r ,  aoj. . :3o  o.,.. - -  . :o0  p:,..,-~,~":- 
~_~'~,~ Fr i  - ~£at 11:30 a.m. - -  t;O0 a.m. " -  
:" - ,  Sunda.v 12:00 u.m. !0:00 p ,m.  . . . . . .  
4643 Park Avenue , o.~a-ozl/ 
Copper 
Grill o,,,. 
Terrace Hotel  - 635.66S0 
For your dining pleasure we have expanded 
our Copper Grill Restaurant hours. 
Monday -- Saturday 
' 6:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. 
Sunday -- 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Spec ia l i z ing  in Ch inese  
Cu is ine  and  Canad ian  
D ishes  I 
l im---Ai ,o,,.,°^..; ,o,,,.o= I il 
[~? ,,-.,~- ;,::~ .................. 
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i:"People from all walks of life 
visit us," claims Charlene , one 
o f  two psychics who came to 
Terrace recently. 
. . . . .  '~ :~:  ~ •:~ . . . .  i i / ! : / i  ~-. i /  
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?s ]evelop in:bO r : abiliti:es n at u ral to m any 
by Sylvia Golke 
"One .can't single out a par- 
t iculartype of clientele that 
would avail themselves of a 
psychic, because all-types of. 
people come to see us... even 
though many of them prefer to 
keep that fact secret especially 
from: their friends. Professional 
people, non-professiOnal, rich, 
poor, men, women, anyone who 
wants to know a little bit more 
about a particular problem, or 
someone seeking guidance in a 
difficult decision, .or someone 
simply curious or someone, in- 
terested but not taking it really 
seriously, these are all situations 
we encounter with our clients. 
Psychics respect the confiden- 
tiality of people who seem them: 
It is after all a personal matter, 
dealing with a person's inner life 
and spirituality. It seems that as 
a whole, people are becoming 
more aware of the factthat there 
is more to life than what we see 
on the Surface." 
However, Charlene goes on to 
say  that she does not-use her 
psychic abilities for herself, 
family or friends. She feels she 
might try to influence the 
readings in her favor, even if on-: 
ly subconsciously.. •So, when it 
comes to herself or anyone close 
to her, she seel~s advice from 
mother psychic. In Vancouver, 
Where these two psychics--  
Charleneand Sara -- are based, 
there are many groups, associa- 
tions and other bodies for peo- 
ple interested in the metaphysi- 
cal. There is even an association 
known as Psychics Interna- 
tionai. 
When asked how she became 
a psychic to beg in  with, 
Charlene xplained, "I've been 
doing thisnow for 30 years. I 
was born with these giftsand my 
grandmother recognized them in 
me and helped me to develop 
them. She was psychic. 
"Actually all people are 
r7  
THE SIGN OF A 
GOOD BUSINESS 
NEIGHBOR ~ 
THE SIGN OF 
A MERCHANT 
WHO CARES 
ABOUT PEOPLE, , .  
Thls emblem Idsntlflee 
the clvlc-mlnded 
buslnessmen who sponsor 
In the communlty. 
Terry Kendell ¢t&8178 
Vl Mtddleton (iU-U72 
psychic, but most people lose to a certainextent." 
touch with this fact as they go Sara and Charlene also work 
through life. Everyday matters with healing and holistic 
take precedence. Our peak medicine. Our culture is just 
psychic energy seems to occur in 
adolesence, from that point, we 
either use it or forget it.. Some 
people are more gifted than 
others, but we all have these 
beginning to recognize that the 
soul affects the' health of the 
body, and that the energies are 
combined, not separate. 
In doing their readings, Sara 
and focus on the other person's 
energy. It is not the crystal ball 
in itself, but our energies which 
we use through the crystal ball." 
Psychics seem to come 
through Terrace once or twice a 
year at least,~ especially in the 
fall. When asked about he like- 
makes no difference. People- 
everywhere, are interested m 
knowing what they can of their 
lives and their futures." 
Charlene and Sara were 
scheduled in Terrace for 0nly 
one week, but for anyone 
wishing more information or 
contact with them, they can be 
capabilities. People who live and Charlene work with tarot lihood of people in a northern reached at: Sara --  1872 
close to their-intuition and cards and a crystal ball. When community (a~ opposed to peo- Nanaimo St., Vancouver, B.C., 
follow their instincts are actually phone Charlene asked about the crystal ball, ple in the lower mainland) being 251-1246; - -  
using their psychic abilities. • A Charlene xplained, "It is a tool interested in Psychic phenome- 160 E. 57 Ave., Vancouver, 
:person can learn to develop this to help us channel our energies na, Charlene said "It really B.C., phone 321-8393. : 
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IFYOU :ARE AN EMPLOYER 
, wanting to hire help now; 
, able.to train on the job; and 
• = interested in wage assistanceduring 
the training period, 
ASK US ABOUT EMPLOYMENT PLUS! 
- EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM 
AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS : : 
Receive Half of an Employee'sWage 
You can help ease your Workload, andreceive 50% of an 
employee's wage, up to $3.50 per hour assistance, when • 
you hire and  train someone now receiving income 
assistance from the Ministry of Social Services and Hous- 
ing..We, II help you, while you help someone develop.or up - :  
date skills on the job. 
"It's an excellent opportunity for businesses... | 
and in the end they're getting better employees, j i People who want to work and get back into the work force." 
FIo McKinley 
Food & Beverage Manager 
Prince George Golf & Curling Club 
i ' 
To Qualify .. . .  - 
As an employer, you must be able to: 
.. create an additional job for 30 to 40 hours per week for a - • 
minimum of 2 months; and , 
• pay at least the provincial minimum wage; and 
• provide a trainee with work experience and job skills. 
• COMMUNITY TOURISM EMPLOYMENT TRAINING PROGRAM 
FOR REGISTERED NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS 
Receive All Of an Employee's Wage • 
• ; :YoU Can receive 100o/0 of an employee's wage: up to 
$7.00 per hour, plus a supervisor's wage, when you hire • 
~: and train someone in a project leaving a tourism legacy • 
in your community. If you can provide materials and can 
offer Income assis!ance recipients jobs that provide work 
exnerience and develon skills, w~'ll nav thA waan~. 
Use This Program to: 
organize festivals and special events; : i 
create or upgrade tourist and recreation areas;:  i., 
construct or complete arts and sports facilities. 
? 
The Employment Plus group of programs is part of a $28 million continuing 
commitment from your provincial government O help income assistance 
recipients get back into the work force by assisting British Columbia 
• employers to hire and trsin. - - 
Employment Plus gives people receiving income assistance the oppor- 
tunity to develop.or update.skills while training on the job. This work 
experience can be tl~eir first step to permanent employment and an inde- 
pendent and secure future. 
Employment Plus is a major commitment under a federal/provincial agree- 
ment to provide employment opportunities for income assistance 
recipients. 
I I I I I I 
FOR PROGRAM DETAILS AND APPLICATION FORMS, CONTACT YOUR NEAREST DISTRICT OFFICE. ' 
al 
Fast meetingfor rThscores!a, , 
..Terrace Youth So.ccer...-".-.. '" , . .  , . '  : . '  .: : . ; '  ,~ . : . . - . , : . . : -  : : . . . . . , ,~ :  : , , •  , , . . . .  • . . . .  . - f . :  - 
With only 14 parents in atten- 
dance, i t  took Terrace Youth 
Soccer less than one hour to 
wind up their annual general 
meeting On Oct. 2. Longtime x- 
ecutive members said it was their 
Shortest meeting in history. 
: .NeWc0mers  and  their pos i -  
t ions  with Youth Soccer include 
Blain Kluss (special events), 
George Bujtas (clinic co- 
ordinator), Claude Chow (field 
manager), John MacCormac 
(field. manager) and Bob Audet. 
Returns executive members 
and their positions are Norah 
Phill ips (chairman), Mary 
Herness (equipment), Don 
Highe (treasurer), Liz Ball 
(player development), BeY Bu- 
jtas (regi.strar), Flip Cervo (re- 
cording secretmy), and Linda 
Breffetat (direct:~r).: ~ -~i:. ... ... ' - ;  
It was agreed that sponsorship 
fees that ranged from $150 to 
$250 in the past will now become 
a fiat $200 for all teams. 
:Registration fees of $25 and 
$35 will remain the same for 
next season. •
Moen training in Hawaii 
Former Terrace resident Gary 
Moen is at  Hawaii where he's 
been on a week of training for 
the annual 'Ironman Triathion' 
to be held this weekend; The 
26-ye.ar-oldathlete won his entry 
to the Hawaiian event in mid- 
Julyat the third annual Terrace 
Rotary ' s  Skeena Valley 
Tri'athlon, Moon backed into the 
title with his third-place finish 
when the winner and runnerup 
turned thumbs down to the trip 
due to a high cost factor. 
Moen's been through a rigorous 
training session since July, and 
has lined up four friends from 
his Kandoops home to make the 
trip with him, acting as trainers 
and,managers. ' " 
New hockey age:groups 
 for Northern B,C, Games 
~, , ,  . . . . . . .  . ,~ ,'~.- ,~ .~. , , , ,  ~,: ~ . . . .  : . : . ,  ,..,(~ • ~ . ' ,  . ,~  ' . . .  ~. '¢ - ' -~"  :~, , ,  ,," '~;~-., 
ern B.C..Winter Games I/.allow... Otl~rs. ~t~ are ]umor boys 
:ing three different hockey ~e .ands.girls' basketball, cribbage 
;groups. ~::. - : fo r  '19":and: older, l ad ies '  gym-  
' It's a tri-city host setupthis' nastics fornine and older, snow- 
:coming .February when Chet- mobiling for, 12.~nd up,cross- 
.wynd, Tumbler Ridge and HOd- country, skiing for 12 and up, 
sonHope combinein afirst-ever badminton for 19 and up, five 
troika series., . . -. classes .-. of . . t rap shooting, 
: Hockey venues are peewee (12 . duplicate bridge, carpet bowling 
and 13), bantam (14 and 15) and ' for 55 and older, indoor soccer 
oldtimers. Other ice venues in- -for junior boys:and girls' 12 to 
clude ringette for I 1-to'IT girls, 
precision f igureskating, for 
juniors nine and up, and short 
track speed skating for juniors 
nine and up. 
Cross-country • skiing is in- 
15. 
Entry forms are avai lab le  
from regional director Flip Cer- 
vo at 635-6511 (work) o r  
635-7445 (home after 4:30 
eluded in the 16-sport agenda, p.m. ) .  
Field bid futile 
Atter six years of futile effort, 
Kitimat Minor Soccer's bid for 
additional fields has more or less 
been put on hold until next 
spring. 
According to association 
president Ken McEachern, a 
petition promoting development 
° of two new fields h~- '  ~itti:acted 
about 200 signatures s'0 fat, but 
he feels at least 2,000 names are 
required before, taking a seventh 
crack at Kitimat council. 
"I haven't been chasing the 
petition's basic idea lately," 
McEachern told us, "but I'll 
probably be more active next 
spring when it becomes time to 
go after council again." 
:~ He explained their season has 
just ended so they've really been 
too busy to get organized. 
He told us the situation has 
been going on for half a dozen 
years. ':.IL, s a yearly visit to 
council Whereby I present our 
caseand they k~p r.ejectingR." 
they  keep'tejeCtiflg's~ ceres ide~," 
the more disgusted he gets and 
the higher the cost in construc- 
tion. He points out a registration 
of 450 youngsters, feeling this 
along justifies more and im- 
proved fields. 
"The ones that, we currently 
use are in real bad need of 
'~repai~,~.:T~e ~nly way the repair 
• work "Can be done is to establish 
new ones. We operate through- 
out the good weather months 
and that's when repair has to be 
done. "  
McEachern says two new 
fields and fixing up current 
fields is all they want. "If 
parents or our players, adult 
soccer and everyone who enjoys 
the game will show us support, 
then our outlook is bright." 
It's apparent that cost factor 
is the main cog in the works. 
One estimate indicates a cost 
of $300,000 for two fields. 
However, . .B .C . .~Lot tery ,s  one-, 
• th i rd  fund ing  gremt  W0u]  d•knock• :  
the cost to $200,000. 
. - ,o  
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: : :'::-. TERRACe sTocK  CAR ASsoc iA1  
- : " : " : : " : ' :~  ' " ANNUAL TROPHIES  :-~ 
Spor tsman: - -  Number  siX " .~ 
" : Hobby - -  Number  166 
Street - -  S556 . . . .  ' : ''~ :~' ~ 
Top Po ints  . . . .  ~'.:i 
Sportsman - -Herb  Quast.  - :  B la ine K luss . ~., 
A Hobby - -Ph i l  T rueoot t  ::•. - -  ; " ":, 
A Street - -  Jerry C lausen  --.!.:::'~:i: ,~ : : :Sportsman - -E rn le  Perkins "- ~ ' 
B Hobby - -  Ron Harr is  ' ' " :~: : -  " Hobby  - -  Phi l  T ruscot t  : • ~ - 
B Street - -  Don,Pearson , ~~ ~'" .  Street - -  Fred C l ine  ~ ~: .- 
C-Hobby - -  Sharon Fagan ..... C Hobby - -char les  Wl i lm8- .  :~! ~i 
c s t reet  - Jean Pearson 
Runner Up Top Points  - -  ~ ' 
Sportsman - -  Ernle Perkins AlberV~ 
A Hobby  - -  WEE Patterson ,~..,:Si;: ~-:,:~": 
A Street - -  Fred CIIne B Hobby - -  Paul F leming 
B Hobby-  Bla ine Kluss i i :::~i~ !~: " :~ A 'St reet  - -  LEE Reinhardt  
B Street  - -  Leon Lefebre : ;~;~!~!::~ B Street - -  Dave Relnhardt  
C Hobby - -  Dawn Tomas ° "" ............ C Hobby ,  Cher lse WIIIms. 
f .  • - ,  ' : !  
~ Member  o f  the Year - -  Dawn Tomes .  
.. Spor tsmsnof  the Year , - -E rn le  Perkins 
Hard• Luck - -  A lbert  Weber  
Best Pit Crew - - :  Number  f i ve  
.- Best Looking.Car  m . : , .  . . . . .  ~,:.. 
C Street  --. Sharon  Fagan :~"-;~!~:i :~'i,~. 
Rookie of• the • Year - -  . . . .  r . . . . .  ,~ ~ 
Hobby - -  RonHarr i s :  ..... .. ~: 
Street -~, Bi l l  Nders ley  .:~ :,.. 
" :~:~GHpbby.i~i.Shel!y Relnhardt :. 
Memoda l l~rophy  - -  " : : '  " : 
• Sportsman - -  Herb Quest  " !":,~.~: 
... :i..:.,..:•/Hobby - -Ph l l  T ruscot t  : .  ," , ' :: 
- LEE Re lnhardt  ,: ,::- 
C Street - -  Jean Pearson ' : 
, _,. : - :Top  Po ln ts  - -  " • ~"": ' 
: , .  ::,::~:' ~ ~IF. ' Th l rd  p lace  Spor tsman - -  A lberWeb(  
..... , A Hobby - -  Dave Relnhardt  
:E MEN'SRECREATIONI  
: ~ : ,  ' TEAM Pi Norm..'s: AUto Reflnlshlng . . . .  : • ' :i!::i: 
? 
..... • -~ :~i!~.. : #2'  Nor th .Coast  Wrang lers  
# '3  Skeena Hote l  
~.,,. #4 ]dn  o f  the  West  ~.  
. . . . .  ~:..~ #5~O!dt lme,rs .#1 : • 
• . . .~ . . , . .~ . .mers  
. -: :.:. - ...... .. . ~: ,. "': ..... . . :,.='~.. 
"O¢ leb l r  :1 i  -.' ,.2-3 
O¢Imbor14 5-6 
" '  " 2""  : " - :  
,Oc41zber 15 
-O¢ I¢~r .17  - 
Oot~mr l9  
Ootober 21  
~ November  28 
• -. October  22 ;  
• 'October24 " November 30 
December 2 
October  26 .: 
-- Oct~mr  28  ...December 3 
• December 5 
Ootobsr  29 
October.31 .. - December 7 
• " .. -~..,'~,: December 9 
November 2 
November4  Oecemb.er 10 
Novmbor  I i  
November 7 December 14 
• - December is  
November 9 .... ::.:.; :-~-,:,~ &~,5.~ ! :/.-~., 
November 11 , ':::,: ~!,::.i~:!!2~i: December 17 
. " , ~- :  ::::~I;5 %; ,: D~mber  19 
N0veml~r12  . ,  ~ :  :':::~5.5"~: - " • 
November 14 • ":'.": ~ 
~,,~-- 1-6 
• - i , "  • . . . .  
. . . .  . . , . . . . . . .  ~ ~..;;~ 
~,~ ~.  
...,~ ~ 7:,¢~ ~' 
November. ~6 ...... 
November  18 . . . . . . .  re" ~ 
November  1g , .... " *  
NovembQr 21 
November  23 
November  25 & 26 
December 12. 
December  21 
: •~:iS! ~
4 
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.GAMETIMES / 
Tuesday:  9 :00-10 :30  
.• . 10 :80 .12 :00  
. :" : ,Thursday :  10 :30 ,12 :00  
Saturday :  7 :00 .  8 :30 
' 8 :30 .10 :00  
Sunday:  5:45 - 7 :15  
~:~2.5-- 
No Games 
Tournament  "~ 
2 
I b  
:1!, 
:Ii•, , - . -  " - ,  . '~• : " ! l t i  ' . ' I l l ,  . . . . .  ~ ;'=t-~:.~-~l~: 
!i' 
, , • , . . . . . .  • • , 
/ • . ,  
J , 
" i 
The Road Runners' Motorcyc le  "Toy  Run"  recently was a timely 
reminder that. another Christmas season Is rapidly .approaching and 
there are some who will need a little help. All toys were donated to the 
Salvation Army. 
Home busi.ne,ss! profiic 
: i::Northern Accents Gifts 
This article is the second in a 
series about Terrace residents 
who operate home-based 
busin~es. 
Many people probably  
remember the NorthernAccents 
gift shop which was located on 
Lakelse Ave. in downtown Ter- 
race until this summer. The shop 
is still in existence but has now 
literally "gone country". 
by Kaeleen Brace 
When faced with.the decision 
of whether or not to expand her 
business, Northern Accents 
owner Lovina Tyler chose to 
scale down and make Northern 
Accents home-based. 
"I had lost my original •con- 
cept of carrying mostly hand- 
made items. Keeping up with 
overhead costs meant carrying a
lot of commercial stock to en- 
sure high sales volumes," ex, 
plalned Tyler. 
"Over the years I havegotten 
to know most of my regular 
customers on  a more personal 
level and I wanted to conceli- 
trate on the stock •that these 
customer s ,prefer," said Tyler. 
"Now i carl be more flexible in 
ordering to suit' customers' 
needs." • 
The shop is now• located in the 
sun porch of Lovina Tyler's log 
home •"ill' Jackpine.-FlatS;':'JUSt" 
can be found by following Old 
Lakelse Lake Drive until the 
Northern Accents sign appears 
by the road. 
The shop concentrates on a 
range of handcrafted items. 
There is a variety of pottery, 
most of it from B.C. crafts- 
people. Dried flowers from the 
Blossom Barn in Courtenay, 
B:C. are another popular item. 
Well-crafted leather goods from 
Quebec include wallets, book 
• covers and key chains, White 
cotton and lace Victorian night- 
gowns and sachets of exquisitely 
fragrant potpourri can also be 
found. Festively colored, hand- 
painted jewellry from Brazil in- 
dudes a wide selection of pen- 
dents, brooches, earrings and 
scarf clips. Silk scarves and a 
scarf tying book are also avail- 
able, and Lovina Tyler invites 
customers to watch her new 
scarf tying video if they have 
• time.• " .... ' 
Terrace souvenirs uch as the 
Skeena Barkmen carvings and 
the local wildlife T-shirts are still 
best sellers with tourists. 
During the •summer groups of 
fishermen often stopped by to 
purchase souvenirs, A bus-load 
of Finnish forestry istudents 
made a visit to Northern Accents 
a schedUled shop on their tour, 
Tyle r say s that most of her 
customers prefer the relaxed and 
homey atmosphere, For many, 
shopping at Northern Accents 
'has become almost a social event 
over 12 kilometers from the  with groups making a trip to the 
• ~ :; four,way stop at~the inters~tion/:shop an afternoon outing, 
. . ¢¢  " • , . ,o fH~; i6  ~nd:3~/:",Tdrdldg.ai:"V-.i.'~CdStO~ets .-have :t1~e to,. 
the PetroCan station, the shop make their choices while enjoy- 
ing a cup of tea or c0ff~," says 
-Tyler. .. .,~,.~,,.. 
An unexpected bobus of the 
new location is that men ac- 
c0mpanying their wives no 
longer seem to be so r6shed. 
"The men often stroll around 
outside or discuss log home 
building with my husband," 
says Tyler. 
Lovina Tyler hopes eventually 
to house the Northern Accents 
shop in a log building and would 
someday like to combine the 
gift shop with three bed-and- 
breakfast units. 
Meanwhile, Tyler is looking 
ahead to the Christmas eason. 
New stock includes-hand- 
painted silk shawls from 
Ashcroft Manor. 
Tyler plans to be "like a gyp- 
sy" and has planned to display 
her wares in Stewart on a week- 
end this month. If the winter 
wea&er is bid this year, Tyler 
plans to set up Shop temporarily 
in a location near Hwy. 16 in 
Thornhill--for the month of 
December to make holiday 
shopping more convenient. 
In the meantime, Northern 
Accents' regular hours are I to 6 
p.m. Tuesday to Friday and 10 
a.m. to 6 p,m. on Saturdays and 
Sundays. Hours are flexible for 
those with busy schedules and 
special arrangements can be 
made i f  customers call ahead, 
Lovlna Tyler is happy with 
her decision to make her 
business home-based, She can 
now offer her customers country 
hospitality as well as the opp0r: 
tunity tobuy/some:uhique.hatid. 
crafted items. 
A Healing Journey 
with JUDITH KERR 
Friday evening --  November 3rd 
Saturday: I0 a.m. to 5 p.m. -- November 4th 
Sunday: 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. --  November 5th 
Reg is t ra t ions  must  be  rece ived  by  
October  21, 1989 
• For more  in format ion cal l  Mary  at 
638-0101 or 638-0994 
. ATTENTION.  
NissanlDatsun 
Owners  
We Are Here 
To Serve You! 
1-800"661"3966 
erickSen nissan Itd 
10982- 101 St., Edmonton, Alberta 
;,YOUR NISSAN STORE" SINCE 1967 
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Meml~t  of AF$ ~0 $o~lce  
I Sally Forth " By  GregHoWord  l 
Mar .  21-Apr. 19 
TAURUS 
• Apr. 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
May 21-June 20 
CANCER 
Jtine 21 Ju ly  22 . 
LEO 
.luly 23-AuR. 22 
VIR(;O 
AuR. 23-,qepl. 22 
LIBRA 
Rept. 23-Oc1.22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
SAGII"I'ARIUS 
Nov. 22-1)ec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dec. 22Jan. 19 
. &QUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
PISCF-S 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 
l ' l l~ l l J~%,~ 015  i~ l¥1 J iC lU i r .  1101 I l l ( i l~ l l l~  1. ,~e la t~ l I .  LO  U I  
entering into negotiations. You are apt to look 
for menta l  encounter .  
Employment matters should go well. Try nol to 
be too critical of co-workers. Be seusitive to their 
feelings. 
Itshould be a good week fo|: game playing, using 
your agile mind power to good advantage. 
Look for a link between past events and con- 
cerns of the moment. Therein lies tile solution to 
current problems. 
Many group discussions are likely, and much 
communication with relatives and neighbors. 
New people come into your circle. 
Thoughts turn to the things you value in life-- 
material, intellectual, and spiritual. Be cautious 
in taking on additional responsibilities. 
Keep the Idgh mental energy channeled along 
productive lines, l'ry to gel one issue settled be- 
fore going on to the next. 
Ilidden areas of your personality may surface. 
Maybe you'll begin to understand your need for 
quiet and solitude. 
Talking over.your problems with friends will be 
helpful. Think about your hopes and objectives, 
and set goals. 
Learning new techniques puts you in the driver's 
seat on the job. Promotion up the ladder is likely. 
Interest in foreign places and people could draw 
you into a little Fall vacation travel and new ex- 
periences. 
Discussions concerning joint finances and plo- 
perry can put things in perspective. There conld 
be an unexpected drain. 
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Second in a three-part series 
on fire prevehtion. 
Trailers, I have been told, 
can incinerate in seven minutes. 
Mine • burned in 20. 
That was four years ago. 
How do you pick up the 
pieces to your life after such a 
shattering event? All the king's 
horses and all the king's men 
couldn't put Humpty Dumpty 
back together again. 
Diary excerpts  
October 20th, 1985. / walk 
through• the remains of  my 
home for the last time. 
My home. Empty, black, 
charred, silent. Lifeless. A 
i burned-out aluminum shell... 
Two-by-fours, once hidden 
between wood panelled walls, 
stand exposed, charred and 
blackened... Remains, black- 
ened by fire, grime-stained by 
thick, greasy, heavy smoke, 
soddened and soggy from the 
firemen's hose; remains, nO 
:longer recognizable a~once 
treasured possessions... : 
A chilling, damp gust o f  
wind swirls through the dark, 
burned interior. Two Sundays 
ago it was the raging wind 
from a super-hot fireball... 
! shiver, wrap the borrowed 
overly-large jacket around me 
more tightly, take one last look 
- -  not really looking, not really 
seeing; not even remembering... 
Only feeling - -  as empty and 
as burned-out as my home. 
My home. It represented my 
life... What I was... Who I 
was... It's like having • amnesia. 
I have no past. It's gone... 
Today - -  (what day is it?) - -  
today, our trailer was taken 
away to the dump. I didn't 
watch it go. 
My home. At  the dump... 
Scavengers feast on our re- 
mains... Do they scrounge 
through the ruins that once 
held love and laughter and life, 
feeling any emotion at all? 
, Ang l i can  
Church to 
host mission 
St. Matthews Angl ican 
Church of Terrace is presenting 
a three-day program of sermons 
and meetings to allow local resi- 
dents to become acquainted with 
the work being done by the 
churches Live Diocesan Minis- 
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ire Lprevention Month 
Wedn day 
with: 
Fae 
by  Fee  Moonoy  
Who can understand my 
grief?. 
People mean well. They try 
to comfort.• "'At least nobody 
died in the f i re,"  they console. 
"You're lucky no one was 
hur t .  '" 
No. Nobody died in the fire. 
Pets died. But no human life 
was lost. And yet... Even so, it 
feels like someone--.someone 
near-and-dear died. Suddenly, 
? 
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. . . .  :--learn not to burn 
still painfully j?esh, ritw, and 
, sensitive... 
/remember when/ found the 
destroyed baby cradle - -  that 
beautiful cradle my Dad so lay. 
ingly made for  our first child 
tormented and devoured by 
flames. Our baby is now a first 
year university student. In 
front-of the torched cradle my 
husband and / embraced, and 
remembered... Wrapped in 
each other's arms,.we cried... 
'Who isthere to comfort? 
Who is there to help? If it hap- 
pens to you, what can you ex- 
pect? ..... 
I discovered this. Open arms 
and open hearts. From friends. 
From neighbors. From family. 
Even strangers. And from a 
church I don't even attend. 
Someone I have never met 
gave us toothbrushes, a note- 
book and pen. Simple things - -  
tragically, violently. Someone I .  but, oh, how they were needed. 
love, and miss... Relatives ent us a family 
No one was hurt? I hurt. "care" package and tucked in 
Sometimes I feel as if my flesh a deck of cards. A little thing 
burned away. The wounds are --.but, oh, how it was appre- 
AUTOMOTIVE 
ciated. My darling mother, 
along with a wardrobe of 
clothes, thought o include 
hangers... 
ment from those who really 
care, and friendship where: yo u 
did not suspect it. 
• A debt of love - -  how, ever 
Food  hampers arrived:. , can it be repaid? 
Friends, neighbors, and people . . . .  When :l expressed th!s feeling 
we didn't know loaned us fur- to my closest friend, she gave 
niture. A church donated brand,  me this poem: 
new bedding and towels. At a • •. 
Girl Guide meeting Guide 
leaders held a surprise shower 
for me... 
Friends fed us. Friends . 
babysat our surviving pets until 
we relocated and set up the 
semblance of a home again. 
Friends dropped in with plants, 
With spices, with encourage- 
meat... Friends taped some of- 
our favorite music lost in the 
fire. For a long time I couldn't 
listen to it because of the pain- 
ful memories attached to it. 
But now, when I listen to it  I 
am reminded o~f that very 
thoughtful and generous 
gesture. 
Perhaps no one will really 
understandwhat you are going 
through. But mostly, you will 
find comfort and encourage- 
Love is not given tohide away 
In some safe place fa ro  rainy 
day. 
Love is not given for us to ; 
hold, 
To place on a shelf, or wear iti 
as gold. 
Love is not given for us to 
store 
Behind a closed and bolted 
door. 
But love is given to f low on 
through 
From someone to me and from 
me to you. 
Love is a circle, a wondrous 
chain 
To be given and given and 
given again. 
• It was signed with love. 
That's what poor Humpty 
lacked. 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
These Ads appear in the more than90 Newpapors of the B.C. and Yukon Community Newspapers Assoofatlon 
• - and reach more than 1,400,000 homes and a potentlaltwo million readers. 
$159. for 25 words ($3. per each additional word) 
rerrace Review at 635.7840 
BUSlNIESB OJ~PORTUNITIES 
MAIL-ORDER OPPORTUNITY. 
Sail Information by real. Prdit- 
able, teated, proven. Tdored for 
Canadlan operators; No mer- 
chancgsa Investment recpJlred. 
Free references. G&ant, Box 
~.=Ze95WM,~ Bay, Ont. PTB 
CAR WASH OPPORTUNITYI 
.The.world's first<deem ~puter-  
,zea car wuh' and waX. ~atem. 
The Hi-GlowWaxer le nowavall- 
able only from Car Beautiolan 
Canada. CMleg-free 1-800-663- 
7553 or write Car Boautichn 
Canada Umlted,3680West 49th 
Avenue, Vancouver, V6N 817. 
You wonl be dbappolnted. 
/~:tlve Auto Brokers, dlepoeal 
agent for Active Balflff Sarvicee. 
Repoesoulons; .~state, leOab, 
care, trucks, mot(MIonlea, b~de. 
ca  Mr. Pdca (only), (604)434- 
1819. IX~476... :,
I.EASE OR BUY - Shod-tsrm 
lasso rattm~ 1989 Bodge Cara- 
van,7-paasenger; 1989Aemetar 
XI.T; 1989 Tq~zz, loaded; 1958 
Brorxx)XLT. Call eoaed, 1-(604)- 
9664291, Did(/Harold, 8:20a.m.- 
8:30p.m. DL8683. 
No Inomy down OA.O. Lease/ 
buy any new/used ear or truck. 
Deal direct with factory broker, 
ca  collect NOW. (604)290- 
8659. D.6099. - 
BI INESS OPPOI UNn'IES 
START YOUR OWN IMPORT/ 
EXPORT buslneu, even spare 
time. No money er experlenoe. 
Since 1946..Free brochure: 
Wade World Trade, ¢0 Cdn. 
Smal Burliness In~ Oept WI, 
1140 Be . I~  Rd. N. #I, Scad~r. 
ough, Ontado MIH 1H4. 
PANAGOPOULOS 2-FOR-1 
PIZZA fmnchlsea now available 
in various B.C. and Alberta Ioca- 
tlene. Call (604)959-6621 to In- 
quire about hese excellent busi- 
ness oppodunltles. 
THRIVING JANITORIAL BUSI- 
NE~9 for ,sale. Located In 
l~dan. Owners retldng, Box 
0 Golden, B.¢., V0A 1HO, 
(~04)844-6~7 or (6O4)344.8762, 
SMALL WELL-ESTABLISHED 
BUSINESS In Creaton, B.C. 
Yan~zha dsalerehip, Huqqvame, 
Stihl, DMO, Echo. Smell engine 
repair, ealessnd eervlse. Emb- 
lished clientele. Phone (604)428. 
4315, Ken or Rocky. . .'.; 
MONEY-MAKING AND CA:  
REER oppodunitise. Earn up to 
, $1500 a week. Complete Infor. 
mstlon en over 15o career occu- 
pations and a new euocem 
oney books and tapes. (Phone 
twesn 9a.m.-10p.m.). 1-403- 
842-4288 ext.B11, Caresr ra- 
pods- success money books - 
tape~. 
HOMEMAKERS, . WAIT- 
RESSEN, SECRETARIES, Mr, 
Men: Part41me MLM budneu 
I II I 
EQUIPMENT & MACHINERY 
TIMBERWOLF DF.g0 BRUSH 
CUTTERS. Cut and mulch up to 
16" bnmh. Eliminate q~rsylng, 
dozek'deadng, slsaNng, bumlng 
and reduce your cam 30%. 
FOREST LEASE,' (403)484- 
0501. 
FOR S=~.~E MISO. 
~'tln-'g----flxture---'~'-Westem Can- 
ad~'s I~gest display. Wholesale 
and retail. Free catalogue avail- 
ebb. Nod)um Ughting Centre, 
4600 East Hastings Street, Born- 
aby, B.C. V~ 21<5. Phone 
(so4) 2u).0s68. 
GOVERNMENT CASH 
GRANTS NOW AVAILABLEII 
1989 Ed]tlon Ibtlng provfr~a~led- 
oral grants for businesses, farm- 
ors, students, ~llsts, sanlors. 
$24.95 cheque, cradlt card, 
C.O.D. Oakdale Publishing, 
#200, 4505-101 St., Edmonton, 
TSESO6. (403)4~4-4444. 
CELLULAR PHONES. Whole- 
sale. Handhelds - Dlam0ncltel 
90X, $1695; Nolda P-3), $1149; 
NEC 9(3, $1495; Motorola 8000, 
$1199. New.caq)hones, pod- 
ables, atoJ Full warranty. En- 
cpJ~e (r~)~e.ooeo. 
LIGHT RXTURES, electrical 
motors, generators, phase con- 
veders,transformers, fans, wekl- 
era, wldng matedals. Phone for 
free literature. FRIESEN ELEC- 
TRIC,/~betdord (604)859-7101 
or 1-800.663-6976. 
/ulhdtlopaln? Stlfflolnts? Sleep- 
Ing hands? "Beulah O11" helpsll 
Brochurs/infonnation, $1 from: 
Beulah Land, Box 1086, Podage 
Ls Pralde, Man., R1N 3C5. 
1946 TAYLOR CRAFT-1320 
EDO floats. New 1800A slds, 
85h.p., Continental eng., .680 
S.M.O.H., 2300 T.T.S.N. Asking 
$21,000. Phone (408)658-7#49. 
SIGNS UNLIMITED: Indoorand 
outdoor changeable; gluminated 
signs, complete.with lettem and 
numbem. Custom made signs 
8be ave]hble. We guarantee our 
product. Cal l __ . . . .  (604)338-7470. 
GARDENING 
DISCOVER THE ULTIMATE 
GARDENER'S STOREI Green. 
houses, hydroponics, fighting. 
Over 2000 products plus garden- 
Ing books. Call toll-free 1-800- 
663-5619 foe free catalogue. 
WESTERN WATER FAFIMS,#& 
20120.64th Ave., Langley, B.C., 
V3A4P7. 
NEW MODERN HAIR SALON for 
sale on Vancouver Island. En- 
quiries wdte Box 867, Port 
McNelll, B.C. V0N 2P0, or phone 
(6~4)288,,M50 between 6-10pro;. 
REASONABLY PRICED laser 
therapy program, equlpment and 
t r~ Induded. Excellent mum 
oninvastment. (Not a franchise.) 
(s04)42o.rt 7. 
F/d~TASTIC OPPORTUNITYlll 
8ale~ and distribution of 3D 
Cameras. Not.sold In any store. 
Chance of a llletlmel Fun and 
~r lll Cal (604)geo.4s0s NOW- Eaton. 
EDUOATIOH 
*IFYOU SPEAK* 
a foreign language, train now for 
work In your own area. Please 
call. Vancouver (604)659-3611. 
Certified Levi Interpretsra of 
B.C, 
H0W TO PI.A'Y POPULAR plan0 
or organ, Now ..home _study 
cowes, Fast, easy method. 
Guaranteedl FREE Information. 
Wdte: Studio 23,8284 Bouchede 
Rd., Kelowna, B.C.,VIZ 2H2.. 
MONEY-MAKINGI OPPORTUNI- 
TIESI Learn Income Tax Preps- 
ration or Basic Bookkeeplng. Tax 
deductlble certificate courses by 
home study. Forfree brochures, 
no obligation, contact U&R Tax 
SaM(e, #205-1345 Pemblna 
Hwy., Winnipeg, MN, P,3T 2B8. 
1-800-665-5144. Enquire about 
exduslve franchise lerfltory new 
svaitable. 
tries. opportunityl Revolutionary 3-O 
The program begins on the camera takes amazing phctes. EQUIPMENT&MAOHINEIFIY 
evening of Oct. 15 and continues seth on sightl Distrbutors 
nsededlneverytownl Foduneto 8KIDDER, 1988JD640D, 6-cyl- 
for the following two days. bemadelPromctionsdutlm, r,,l~,l Inderturbe,23.1x2010-plytirse, 
Further information is available .8  St. 8.W., MedHm Hat, AB, i wlnch, 1272 hm., new ccqnclltion, 
from the St. Matthews parish T1A 4H3. Please photo I Im0,0o0. PlxmBrardon, Manl- 
(40a)4:ze. n. I (204)   ee days. 
office at 635-9019. i 
HELP WANTED REAL ESTATE 
Singles/couples. Complete 9ov- 1/2,1, S, 10+/acra dwdront end 
eminent-approved Building Man- vlewlo~ontheThompeonRiver, 
8gore Corresponder~e- Certili- 6 ndles West of Kemloope Lake. 
cats course for aptsJcendoe/ Terms" OAC. Carl collect, 
rhses/mlnl-atorage. Guaranteed (604)87a-2282. 
Placement Asatatanca. P,M~, 
901-'700 W. Pender, Vanmu~r, 
BC, VSC 1G8; (604)681-5456. RENTAUt 
PRESSMEN, FIRST AND SEC- 
OND, requlrad for busy cold-mr 
Web shop. Day and evening 
shifts available. Resume IoJon 
Campbel, 4416 West 1at Ave- 
nue, Vanceuveer, B.C., VSR4J4. 
WORK WITH US! It's funl Exolt, 
ing lashionsl Independencel 
Extra money! A free sample linel 
Call collect. (416)682.9090, 
(416)827-2660. MA CHERIE 
home fashions shows, Est. 1975. 
• NEW GROUNDLEVEL garden 
townhomes, eZ~x:me, e ham. 
~ro~n~,_ _ Oes grep~ces. Convert- 
ly kx=ted, Cldglwack Codon. 
wood Ratirement Village, 7610 
Evans Rosd, Sam~ $595fmo. 
To ~w, (684)er~,~,U~. 
SERVICES 
Major ICBC and Injury dales. 
Joel ,6,. Wener, trial lawyer for 21 
]f eeum. Call collect, 736.6500 
OVERSEAS WORK: A fantastic vancouven If no recovmy, no 
challenge awaits you. Work in fee. No Yukon enquldes. 
NEW ZEALAND, AUSTRALIA, 
EUROPE. A variety of farming ICBC INJURY CLAIMS? Cd 
placements available Indudlng .DaleCan'-Hards-20yseraatdal 
Dairy and Pigs. If you are be- lawyer wllh flve yearn medkal 
tween 19-28 and interasted infur. school before law. 0-669.4~22 
ther details contact: IA.E./L, 
#206, 1501-17 Ave. S.W., Cal- 
gary, AB, T2T 0E2. 
TECHNICIANS REQUIRED. 
Cadboo's No.1 auto dealership, 
Lake City Ford Sales Ltd., re- 
quires Immediately two automo- 
tive technidans. Top wages, 
beneflts, andwoddngcondltions. 
Resume and references required. 
Contact Helno Selbert at 
VV604)392-4455 or715 Ollver St., 
ill/ares Lake, B.C. V2G IM9.. 
JOB OPPORTUNITY. 
A¢lvertlsing sales representative 
for thdving Carlboo waeldy news- 
paper. Sales experience assert- 
tlal. Oppodun]ty for advance- 
ment. Salary plus commissions. 
Sand resume to: Herald House 
PublisMng, #414-1033 Davle St., 
Vancouver, B.C., VSE 1M7. 
olarm. J~edrdage f es avag- 
able. 
dean water..Odor fme~ Free 
coneuitatlon. Call, wdte: Natural 
Nd Products, #1, 4415-61 Ave. 
S.E., Calgary, T'2C 1Z6. 1-800- 
661.8467,1..403-279.8881. 
TRAVEL 
DISCOUNT TRAVEL CLUB; 
Mexican vacation for two with 
membe=Np, 6"/, to r,0% ~ d 
trawl needs, $399. (604)~9. 
0870 Mondayto Frldsy. 
"" '" VICTORIA B.C. - 
The ADMIRAL HOTEL**" 
Rne 8ccomedetim overlcoking 
the beautiful had)can House. 
A NEW CAREERI Prestige 10- keeping units, reasonable rates 
year.old mu]lt-mglion-dollar firm and fdandly personal attention 
seeks2 representatlveetoserv- fromfamilyownsm. C/~recom. 
Ice established retail accounts in mended. 257 Beflevige St., V/do- 
your area. Expect samlngs of ria, B.C. vav 1X1. (604)388- 
$1500 to $2000+ (comm.) 6267. , 
weeny. Placement effective 
Immediately for qualified sppli- ' 
cents....Call (416)756-2111 or llKAEGITRAVEL.HEWSII FIdl 
(416)756.7796 for your conflden- & Winter feet gala/ Owrmet 
tial Interview. travd Imqplns: 
London from $5S9;, 
ClNEMAZOO Animal Agency Is Ammterdam from $599; 
leoldng for domestic and exotic FmnklUnt from SSN; 
animals for opportunities Infilm Munl©h from t;738. 
and advertising. Domesticated KAEGI TRAVEL, 
North American wildlife needed Vancouver, B.C. 
Tel.: (e04)uo.ees8 and Immediatelyl Call Clnemszoo, 8AVBlUJ 
684.6441. 
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.... ast meet ing> fo r  L ne res'are " ..... : F +'1= SCO'''" " + " : ~J':+'l'~>rl ~' " " 
Terrace Youth Soccer + 
• " o" ' " : ~ '  ~.`+: ~ ""  
. " . . . .  ii i:/ 
. . . . .  • " CAR " : +; " :  O01ATION +;~i With only 14 parents in atten- and  their positions -are Norah. .+ +:..-'+:.::.+ TERRACE sTock .  A~ .. .... ...... ::. .:::~! 
dance, it took Terrace Youth Phi l l ips (chairman),  Mary ANNUAL TROPHIES ...... i>::~:;!i:ii: 
Soccer .less than one hour to Harness (equipment),  Don 
wind  up  the i r  annua l  genera l  H ighe  ( t reasurer ) ,  L i z  Ba l l  " Member  Of the  Year - Dawn Tomae O Street . .  Sharon Fagan ~.iii' 
meeting on Oct. 2. Longtime ex- (player development), BeY Bu- Slmdamanof the Year.--.Ernle Perkins Roekleof the Year" :~. 
ecutive members said i t  was their jtas (registrar), Fl ip Cervo (re- " Hard. Luck - -  Albert .Weber Hobby - -  Ron' Harris: -,: .:-, 
• Best Pit Crew - -Number  five Street ~ Bill Aldersley 
<.-.;G !~!0bby'~:.Shelly Relnhardt'  ++ 'i::!:+i"~:~i!i~;'~;:~ Shortest meeting in history, cording secretly),  and .Linda BestLo0king Car-- . . .  ' "  " -  " :~++:+::>: Men/0dal ~phy"  " :~:+"+:~+++~'~ 
Newcohte~s and their posi- Breffetat (d i rec [0r ) :  '+ : "  +, • sportsman ~-  Number six . . . .  -,.,. +,::>.. 
t ions  w i th  Youth  Soccer  inc lude  I t .was  agreed  that  sponsorsh ip  -Hobby - -  Number 166 `..~,. Spor tsman - -  Herb Quast  • ,'' J': ' +~ 4:~ ; +k 4+'~+'+:~+ 
Bla in  K luss  (special events ) ,  fees  that  ranged f rom $150 to  S t reet -  8556 - -  +.+ .-:;:i,.., Hobby- -Ph l lT ruscot t -  . .... :+;:~,::+:~.i+~ :  
:!;;~+i;+:: ~;;:::;::: Street - - Los  Roinhardt :+: :;7 
George Bujtas (clinic co- $250 in the pastwil l  now become Top Points -- : :~ .'::+ :!<:'~"':'~i+!:::Roll over -:  Blaine Kluss :/: :~+!'~+':'~::~'~ Sportsman - -Herb  Quaet . ,: 
ordinator), Claude Chow (field a fiat $200 for all teams.. A Hobby -- Phil Truecott ' : . .  : : . ; : ,  . . . .  .::Fast:Tim 1 " " '  " '<" J" ~ '  < ~ :: 
manager ) ,  John  MacCormac  .Reg is t ra t ion  fees  o f  $25 and  - A Street - -  Jerry Clausen : : : : : ' '+` -. ~!;!" : :sp0rtsman - -  Ernle Perkins ' " ""~!-;;¢;~++:~ii 
Truscott " . . . . . .  : ' ,': 1~ .'~m.:" ~. ',~'~ "): (field manager) and Bob  Audet. $35 wi l l  remain  the same fo r  B Hobby - -  Ron Harris • ' .  " .;!:.~i~ :i:,/ Hobby - -  Phil + " ":: "+':~"'~'~;'"' 
B Street - -  Don.Pearson ., ,., .: . - :  !:i:, :: ' Street - -  Fred Cline . . . .  ,:~.::,:~':~q;:'/:~i 
Returns  execut ive  members  next  season .  • C Hobby - -  Sharon Fagan '~:ii(~,: i!! O Street - -  Jean Pearson + O Street - -  Jean Pearson .:' .~!iii+i+!: i C Hobby - -  Cherlse Wil lme 
:Moen t ra i  i g in Hawai i  ~"TopPo ln te - -  ' • n n Runner Up Top Polnte - -  . . . . . . . .  Sportsman - -  Ernle Perkins. : ...... ".+`' Third place Sportsman - -  Alber Weber. >.~+:~ 
Former  Ter race  resident Gary  title w i th  his th i rd-p lace f inish A Hobby - -  Wes Patterson :-.;::!,.:..,:.:..., A Hobby - -  Dave Relnhardt .,':;" A Street . - -  Fred CIIne . . . . .  B Hobby - -  Paul Fleming .. ,: 
Moen is at Hawaii where he's when the winner and runnerup B Hobby -- Blaine Kluss ~ :: :; ,'+!,,+  !~ ":': : AStreet -- Los Relnhardt ::: ::+: 
been on a week  of  r training for turned thumbs down to  the trip B Street - -  Leon Lefebre . . . .  , , i : . ,  ~:,: B Street - -  Dave Reinhardt 
the annual ' I romnan Tf iat ldon'  due to a high cost factor. C Hobby - -  Dawn Tomas - ' " '..": ' - :  C Hobby - -  Cherlse Wlllme. " -;,:. 
to be held this weekend, The Moan's been through a rigorous . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
2~=yeaz-old athlete won bJs entry training . . . .  session since July, and " - • : ::~:-Y:":::-."i ..:~i:: .. :..... . . . . .  .. ' " " .... '.._.. : ~-~ 
to the Hawaiian event in mid- has fined up four friends from ' . -  " . . . . .  :" ':';': '+ ~ ~'+::~:"  '' ' '~ 1.' 'd . + " "" " . j J  "m , . 'k : : : ' : '~ : "  • • : . . ,  . , . , . , . ,  .+~ ' : .~ ;+: : ;~  
Ju ly  at the third annual  Terrace his Kamloops home to make the .~-: '".~ ; ' ~""  <~"~'"  :~ '~'~'~":"~+~"~' ~::~'~+:~ ~,:~':~::~": " " " , , .  r, . : , ,  ,+ ~:++':'"':::~':..:, ..~. ,.+...+.~,+,. +.~:>+,:.,,j,.:+ . .": ..4" .::,,'.~..., .i , - .14 . .  P: r .  " ' .  4 . , : , . . , . : :4 .  ,+
Rotary,s Skeena Valley trip withhim, acting as trainers :,~:..:.:::::ii": < :~:.>~:~ : " : ~ :'; ~ : ' : '  ~I '+>' : ' + I  . " . , { . [ , . . ,,4:~'~'+~+<'~' : , , . , '  ' ' 'I I'~ :~ +> [ : + ' '7 J ' : ' '  >~: + :,y ~+,, <' { '  ' :" i L ' . ~ ' ........ ( 7'~: 
; ~ '~ ' " '+"  %'+ ':' . -  :~::~..:. :~,~:.LC.V.': -,~>~-+";.:~:;,::-~? 
Triathlon. Mocn backed into the and,~managers. ~, . , , , ;  . . . . . . . .  +, ' "  " "~ ~: : " : " - / : "~ . . . .  
" : TERmitE  .Ews~tE¢IWmTIONAL H(OCKL~:L~GUE' ........... • "• '  " . . . . . . .  +"+ ,  
.Y CY + 
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ing three different h~ckey age and.:. $irls' basketball, cribbage , .  #60ldtimers #2Convoy Supply ' ::>' ~i~ 
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- It's a tri-city host setupthis-  nastics for nine and older, snow- l NovudNr 111 
:coming .February when Chet- mobilin$ for. 12and up,-cross-.. - :octeber.l~t . . +.. :, . ,2-3 November18 
+wynd, Tumbler Ridge and Hud- country skiing .for 12 and uP, I (}olober 14 5-8 
sonHope combine  in  a f i r s t -ever  badminton  fo r  19 and  up ,  f i ve  " • " +. . .  : -  " : : , ,+ ,  ..+-' i,.,:,: 1-2 .* November  le  
• .;+,.!~:. ~ . - : " " Noveml~ 21 
troika series. + :. , c lasses,  of ,  +.trap shoot ing,  October 1§ . + ,+.+ .... ?.+ ~++.34 . 
Hockey venues are peewee (12 duplicate bridge, carpet bowling Octolmr.17 " ':i': + :~+, ~:: .< 2-5::~ .. _ -.. 
• . . .  /r+,:; +::i:~i!i:'~+/ i: i!:4~ +. : : November  23 
and 13), bantam (14 and 15) and ". for 55 and older,, indoor soccer october+9 November 25 & me 
oldtimers. Other ice venues in- . for  jun ior  boys,and girh; 12 to O©tober 21 
elude ringette for l l-to-17 girls, 15.  " • November28 
precision figure ' skating for . . . . . .  October 22 .  
juniors nine and up, and short Entry - forms are available . . . . . . .  Octoberi4 - . November 30D cember i 
track speed skating for juniors from regionaldirector Flip Cer- October ~ '- 
nine and..up, vo at 635-6511 (work) o r  . October28 J ,.December3 
Cross-country sk i ing is in- 635-7445 (home after 4:30 December5 
eluded in the 16-sport agenda, p.m.). October 29 
October 31 December 7 
• ' ., December 9 
Field bi d fu t i le : : : : : : r r :  . . . .  '" ~+ December10 
December 12. 
Atter six years of futile effort, the more disgusted he gets and November 5 . . . . . .  " ~ ' ::~ + '~' + "~"  2 ;5  ~ ' ' "'~ : " " ~0+ '{" 
:-- December 14 
Kitimat Minor Soccer's bid for the higher the cost in construc- November 7 
• . ":: : ~:. :" -  + " : Deeem~r 16 
additional fields has more or less tion. He points out a registration 
been put on hold until next of 450 youngsters, feeling this Movembor9 ."~,i~ , November 11 -. December 17 
spring, along justifies more and im- .. ,  ~ ,. Decomber 19 
Accord ing  tO assoc ia t ion  proved  f ie lds .  Noveml~r 12 - ' 3-8- ..:-. 
president' Ken McEachern, a "The ones that: we currently November 14 "' 4-5 +December 21 
. . . . .  1"6  petition promoting development use ,are in real bad need of ,' 
+of two new fields h~s-'iltt++acted ~repa~+::The 6nly way the repair ....... " .GAMt: T IMI:S.  :r . , _  
about 200 signatures O fai'; but work ~¢an 'be done is to establish" Tuesday:. 9:00-10:30 
he feels at least 2,000 names are new ones. We operate through- 1Q:30 - 12:00 
required before.taking a seventh out the good weather months . , Thursday :  10 :30 .12 :00  . 
crack at Kitimat council, and that's when repair has to be 
" I  haven't been chasing the done." 
petition's basic idea lately," McEachern says two new 
McEachern told us, "but I'll fields and fixing up current 
probably be more active next fields is all they want. "If 
spring when it becomes time to parents or our players, adult 
go after council again." soccer and everyone who enjoys 
He explained their season has the game will show us support, 
just ended so they've really been then our outlook is bright." 
too busy to get organized, It's apparent that cost factor 
He told us the situation has is the main cog in the works. 
1-3 . > . . . . . . .  
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Saturday: 7:00- 8:30 
' 8 :30 .10 :00  
Sundsy :  5 :45  • 7 :15  
been going on for half a dozen 
years. ':It's a yearly visit to One estimate indicates a cost 
council Whereby I pr.esent our of $300,000 for two fields. 
case and they keep rejectiqg:it.:, However,. B.C. Lottery's one. ,  
~:. M¢~c l i~n i ! iays:,.:th~  10 ,~t  th i rd  funding grant Would knock. + 
theykeepte jea i f lgso~er 's  idea; the cost to $200,000. . 
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The Road Runners' Motorcycle "Toy Run" recently was a timely 
reminder that  another Christmas season Is rapidly approaching and 
there are some who will need a little help. All toys were donated to the 
Salvation Army. 
H o m e b u s iness  p rofil e 
Northern Accents Gifts 
This article is the second in a 
series about Terrace residents 
who operate home-based 
businesses. 
Many people probably  
remember the Northern Accents 
gift shop which was located on 
Lakelse Ave. in downtown Ter- 
race until this summer. The shop 
is still in existence but has now 
literally "gone country". 
by Kaeken Bruce 
When faced with the decision 
of whether or not to expand her 
business, Northern Accents 
owner Lovina Tyler chose to 
scale down and make Northern 
Accents home-based. 
"I had lost my original con- 
cept of carrying rn6stly hand- 
made items. Keeping up with 
overhead costs meant carrying a
lot of commercial stock to en- 
sure high sales volumes," ex- 
plained Tyler. 
"Over the years I have gotten 
to know most of my regular 
customers on a more personal 
level and I wanted to concen- 
trate on the stock that these 
customers .prefer," said Tyler. 
"Now l can be more flexible in 
ordering to suit  customers' 
needs." 
- The shop is now located in the 
can be found by following Old 
Lakelse Lake Drive until the 
Northern Accents sign appears 
by the road. 
The shop concentrates on a 
range of handcrafted items. 
There is a variety of pottery, 
most of it from B.C. crafts- 
people. Dried flowers from the 
Blossom Barn in Courtenay, 
B'.C. are.another popular item. 
Well-crafted leather goods from 
Quebec include wallets, book 
• covers and key chains. White 
cotton and lace Victorian night- 
gowns and sachets of exquisitely 
fragrant pot-pourri can also be 
found. Festively colored, hand- 
painted jewellry from Brazil in- 
cludes a wide selection of pen- 
dants, brooches, earrings and 
scarf clips. Silk scarves 'and a 
scarf tying book are also avail- 
able, and Lovina Tyler invites 
customers to watch her new 
scarf tying video if they have 
• time. 
Terrace souvenirs uch as the 
Skeena Barkmen carvings and 
the local wildlife T-shirts are still 
best sellers with tourists. 
During the summer groups of 
fishermen often stopped, by to 
purchase souvenirs, A bus-load 
of Finnish forestry istudents 
made a visit to Northern Accents 
a scheduled shop on their tour. 
Tyler says that most of her 
customers prefer the relaxed and 
homey atmosphere, For many, 
sun porch of Lovina Tyler's log shopping at Northern Accents 
.... tmme --.in" 'Jackpine.•Tlats, '' just" "has' becomealmost a social event 
over 12 kilometers from. the.. with groups makinga trip to the 
• four.way stop at~the inter :se~'gn:: shop ~an afternoon outing. 
of HWY,/16 and.,371~..T~aitlg .at,~:'-:.-: ',Cdst6met's '.have : tiriie, to 
the PetroCan station, the shop make their choices while enjoy- 
ins a cup of tea or coffee," says 
Tyler. ~ . ,.~,.. 
An unexpected boinus of the 
new location is that men ac- 
companying their wives no 
longer seem to be so rtfshed. 
"The men often stroll around 
outside or discuss log home 
building with my husband," 
says Tyler. 
Lovina Tyler hopes eventually 
to house the Northern Accents 
shop in a log building and would 
someday like to combine the 
gift shop with three bed-and- 
breakfast units. 
Meanwhile, Tyler is looking 
ahead to the Christmas eason. 
New stock includes-hand- 
painted silk shawls f rom 
Ashcroft Manor. 
Tyler plans to be "like a gyp. 
sy" and has planned to display 
her wares in Stewart on a week- 
end this month. If the winter 
weati~er is bad this year, Tyler 
plans to set up Shop temporarily 
in a location near Hwy. 16 in 
Thornhill -for the month of 
December to make holiday 
shopping more convenient. 
In the meantime, Northern 
Accents' regular hours are I to 6 
p.m, Tuesday to Friday and 10 
a.m. to 6 p,m. onSaturdays and 
Sundays. Hours are flexible for 
those with busy schedules and 
special arrangements can be 
made if customers call ahead. 
Lovina Tyler is happy with 
her decision to make her 
business home.based. She can 
now offer her customers country 
hospitality as well as the opp0r, 
• tunity tobuy:some uniquehand- 
crafted items. 
Journey lnto Self 
A Healing Journey 
with JUDITH KERR 
Friday evening --  November 3rd 
Saturday: 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. - -  November 4th 
Sunday: I0 a.m. to 5 p.m. --  November 5th 
Registrat ions must  be received bv 
.October 9-1, 1989 
• For more information call Mary at 
638-0101 or 6S8-0994 
-k ATTENTION . .  
NissanlDatsun 
:We Are Here 
To Serve You! 
1-800-661-3966 
ericksen nissan ltd. 
10982 101 St., Edmonton, Alberta 
',YOUR NISSAN STORE" SINCE 1967 
.............. . *:<:~-- . . . . .  .. ,,,. . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . ... .~, ....... . .... ". . : , ~ ~' -  . . . . . .  , , . . .  ~ - ,.. ~:".,,,. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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ARIE,9 
Mer. 21-Apr. 19 
TAURUS 
• Apr. 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
May 21-June 20 
CANCER 
June 21-July 22 . 
LEO 
July 23-Aug. 22 
VIR( ;O  
Aux. 23-flepl. 22 
'LIBRA 
Sept. 23-0ct. 22 
SCORPIO 
Od. 2$-Nov. 21 
SAGII"rARIU$ 
Nov. 22.1)ec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dec. 22-Jan. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
PISCE, S 
Feb. 19-Mar. 
Fnrecnsl Period: 10115-10/21189 
Aspects are favorable for nlaking COiltacts or 
entering into negotiations. • You are apt to look 
for mental encounter. 
Employment malters should 8o well. Try not to 
be too crilicnl of co-workers. Be sensitive to their 
feelings. 
it should be a good week for game playing, using 
your agile mind Power to good advantage. 
Look for a link between past events and con- 
cerns of the moment. Therein lies the solution to 
current problelns. 
Many group discussions are likely, and much 
communication with relatives and neighbors. 
New people come into your circle. 
ThouglltS turn to the things you value in life-- 
material, intellectual, and spiritual. Be cautious 
in taking on additional responsibilities. 
Keep tile high mental energy channeled along 
productive lines. Try to get one Issue settled be- 
fore going o~n to the next. 
Hidden areas of your personality may surface. 
Maybe you'll begin to understand your need for 
quiet and solitude. 
Talking over;your problems with friends will be 
helpful, Think about your hopes and objectives, 
and set goals. 
Learning new techniques puts you in the driver's 
seat on the job. Promotion up the ladder is likely. 
Interest in foreign places and people could draw 
you into a little Fall vacation Iravel and new ex- 
periences. 
Discussions concerning joint finances and pt o- 
perry can put linings in perspective. There coldd 
be an unexpected rain. 
I 
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F-R-A-G-M-E.N-T.S 
Second in a three-part series 
on fire prevehtion. 
Trailers, I have been told, 
can incinerate in seven minutes. 
Mine burned in 20. 
That was four years ago. 
How do you pick up the 
pieces to your life after such a 
shattering event? All the king's 
horses and all the king's men 
couldn't put Humpty Dumpty 
back together again. 
Diary excerpts 
October 20th, 1985. I walk 
through• the remains of  my 
home fo r  the last time. 
My home. Empty, black, 
charred, silent. Lifeless. A 
burned-out aluminum shell... 
Two-by-fours, once hidden 
between wood panelled walls, 
stand exposed, charred and 
blackened... Remains, black- 
ened by fire, grime-stained by 
thick, greasy, heavy smoke, 
soddened and soggy from the 
firemen's hose; remains, no 
:longer recognizable as, once. 
treasured possessions... : 
A chilling, damp gust of  
wind swirls through the dark, 
burned interior. Two Sundays 
ago it was the raging wind 
from a super-hot fireball... 
I shiver, wrap the borrowed 
overly-large jacket around me 
more tightly, take one last look 
- -  not really looking, not really 
seeing, not even remembering... 
Only feeling - -  as empty a~d 
as burned-out as my home. 
My home. It represented my 
life... What I was .... Who I 
was... It's like having amnesia. 
I have no past. It's gone... 
Today - -  (what day is it?)--  
today, our trailer was taken 
away to the dump. I didn't 
watch it go. 
My home. At  the dump... 
Scavengers feast on our re- 
mains... Do they scrounge 
through the ruins that once 
held love and iaughterand life, 
feeling any emotion at all? 
Anglican 
Church to 
host mission 
St. Matthews Angl ican 
Church of Terraceis presenting 
a three-day program of sermons 
and meetings to allow local resi. 
dents to become acquainted with 
the work being done by the 
churches Live Diocesan 'Minis. 
tries. 
The program begins on the 
evening of Oct. 15 and continues 
for the  following two days. 
Further information is available 
from the St. Matthews parish 
office at 635-9019. 
' . - , : ; .  ' , ,  , • . , . _ , , . 
revention Month 
ednesday 
with " " T 
Fee 
)y Fao Mooney 
Who can understand my 
grief? 
People mean well. They try 
to comfort.• "'At least nobody 
died in the fire,." they console. 
"You're luckyno one was 
hurt. '" 
No. Nobody died in the fire. 
Pets died. But no human l~fe 
was•lost. And yet... Even so, it 
feels like someone --. someone 
near-and-dear died. Suddenly, 
tragically, violently. Someone I 
love, and miss... 
No one was hurt? I hurt. 
Sometimes I feel as if my flesh 
burned away. The wounds are 
: ' -  : 
/ /  
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l ' "  learn not to burn 
still painfully/?ash, raw, and 
AUTOMOTIVE 
Active Auto Brakers, disposal 
agent for Active Bailiff Sen/Ires. 
, Repoueselone; .~.stats, ./sOl, 
cam, tn~ke, nlo~drl~mee, boats. 
Cd Mr. Pace (only), (604)404- 
ISI0. 135476.. 
LEASE OR BUY - Short-term 
lease retum¢ 19e9 Docloe Oara- 
van,7-psesenger;, 1089Aerostar 
XLT; 1989 Tqmz, loaded; 1988 
BronmXLT. CalicoeS:Z, 1-(604)- 
065-4291, DidCHarold, 8:30a.m.- 
8:30p.m. DL8633. 
No Inoney down OA.O. Lease/ 
buy any new/used car or truck, 
Deal direct with factory broker. 
Cd collect NOW. (604)290- 
3659. 0.6099. , 
BUSINESS oPPoR'rUNITIES 
• sensitive... 
I remember when I found the 
destroyed baby cradle , - . -  that 
beautiful cradle my Dad so lov- 
ingly made for our first child 
- -  tormented and devoured by 
flames. Our baby is now a first 
year •university student. In 
front'of the torched Cradle my 
husband and I embraced, and 
remembered... Wrapped in 
each other's arms,,,we cried... 
~ Who isthere to comfort? 
Who is there to help? If,it hap- 
pens to you, what can you ex- 
pect? . . . . .  
I discovered this. Open arms. 
and open hearts. From friends. 
From neighbors. From family. 
Even strangers. And from a 
church I don't evenattend. 
Someone I have never met 
gave us toothbrushes, a note- 
book and pen. Simple things - -  
but, oh, how they were needed. 
Relatives ent us a family 
"care" package and tucked in 
a deck of cards. A little thing 
--.but, oh, how it was appre- 
l I 
ciated. My darling mother, 
along with a wardrobe of 
clothes, thought to include 
hangers.:. 
Food hampers arrived;. 
Friends, neighbors, and people 
we didn't know loaned us fur-. 
niture. A church donated brand 
merit from those who really 
care, and friendship where you 
did not suspect it.  
. . . .  A debt of love - -  how.ever 
can it be repaid? 
. . . .  when I expressed tlfis"' feeling 
to my closest friend, she gave 
• me this poem: 
new bedding and towels. A ta  " • 
Girl Guide meeting Guide 
leaders held a surprise shower 
for me... 
Friends fed us. Friends 
babysat our surviving pets until 
we relocated and set up the 
semblance of a home again. 
Friends dropped in with plants, 
With spices, with encourage- 
ment... Friends taped some of: 
our favorite music lost in the 
fire. For a long time I couldn't 
listen to it because of the pain- 
ful memories attached to it. 
But now, when I listen to it I 
am reminded o~f that very 
thoughtful and generous 
gesture. 
Perhaps no one will really 
understand what you are going 
through. BUt mostly, you will 
find comfort and encourage- 
Love i s  not given to:hide away 
In some safe place for a rainy 
day; 
Love is not given for  us to :. 
hold, 
To place on a shelf, or wear i~ 
as gold. " 
Love is not given for  us to 
store 
• Behind a closed and bolted 
doo'/~. 
But love isgiven to f low on 
. through 
From ,someone to me and f rom 
rne  to you. 
Love is a circle, a wondrous 
chain 
To be given and given and 
given again. 
I t  was signed with love. 
, That's what poor Humpty 
lacked. 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
These Ads appear In the more than r~ Newpapers of the B.C. and Yukon Comm unity NewspaperS Amodatlon 
• " and reach more than 1,400,000 homes and a potentialtwo million readem. 
$159. for 25 words ($3. per each additional word) 
rerr=¢e Review =t 635-7840 
BU~INF..BS Oi=PORTUNITI~ 
MAC-ORDER OPPORTUNITY. 
~d~ll Informatbn by mall. Profit. 
e,tested, proven..TaHored for 
Canadian Operators; No mer- 
chandise besetment required.  
Free references. Oarlud, Box 
2e~'WM, Thunds¢ Bay, Ont. P'/B 
503. 
CAR WASH OPPORTUNITYI 
The.wodd'a first-of She computer- 
izm car wash'and ~ oystem, 
The HI-Glow Waxer k now avail- 
eble only from Car Beau,dan 
Canada. Cd tea-free 1-800-663- 
7653 or write Car Baautichn 
Canada LimIfed, 8580 West 49ff 
Avenue, Vancouver, V6N 3T7. 
You wonl be dbappofnted. 
NEW MODERN HAIR SALON foe 
on Vancouver Island. En- 
quldes wrfle Box 867, Port 
McNelll, B.C.VON 2P0,orphone 
8TART YOUR OWN IMPORT/ (60,4)288-34,50 between 6-10p~n; 
EXPORT buslnses, even spare I 
ll.me. No money or expedenm. I REASONABLY PRICED laser 
,Slnca 194¢ Free brod~um: I thempyprogmm, equipment and 
Wade World Trade, c/o Cdn. i traln~u~a)d. Excanontretum 
8md Ous'lness Inst,. Dept W1, I onlmtestment. (Notaframhlse.) 
1140 Belhmy Fkl. N. #1, 6cadx~. (604)42G6657. 
ongh, Ontedo M1H 1H4.  FANTASTIC OPPORTUNITYIll 
Pml~ and dlstdbullon of 3D 
Camera& Not.said b any store. 
Chance of a I|etlmel Fun and 
lCal Mr;Ea-P~-! ton. (604)900.4506 NOW - 
EDUCATION 
"IF YOU SPEAK* 
a foreign language, trsln now for 
work In your own area. Rease 
call. Vancouver (604)689-,3611. 
Cen]fbd Legal Interprstsre of 
B.C, 
EQUIPMENT & MACHINERY 
TIMBERWOLF DF.0O BRUSH 
CUTTERS. Cutand mulch upto 
16,!xush. Blmlnata spraying, 
dozei'ofeadng, slasldng, bumlno 
and roduce your costs 30%. 
FOREST LEASE, (403)484- 
'0501. 
FOR SALE. MISC. 
Ida's largest dlsplay. Wholesale 
and retail. Free cataJoguo 8va]l- 
~le. Norbum LigMing Oantre, 
4600 East Hastbgs Street, Bum- 
aby, B.C. VSC 21(5. Phone 
604) 299-0666. 
GOVERNMENT • CASH 
GRANTS NOW AVAILABLEll 
1969 Edition listing 10rovtx~ned. 
eral grants for businesses, farm- 
ors, students, arlbts, sen]ors. 
$24.95 cheque, oredlt card, 
C.O.D. Oakdale Publishing, 
#200, 4505-101 SL, Edmonton, 
T6ESC6. (403)434-4444. 
CELLULAR PHONES. Whole- 
~ale. Handhelds - Diamondtel 
g0X, $1695; NoNe P-30, $1149; 
NEC gC, $1495; Motorola 8000, 
$1199. New.ca~hones, porl- 
ablee, eto.! Full warranty. En.  
c~ (6o4)~s0om. 
LIGHT RXTURES, electdcai 
motors, generators, phase con. 
verters, Iransformers, fans, weld- 
are, widng materials. Phone for 
free literature. FRIESEN ELEC- 
TRIO, AJgbotslord (604)859-7101 
or 1-800-663-6976. 
Arthddcpaln? Stlfllolnts? Sleep- 
Ing hands? "Beulah OIr helpsll 
Brochure/Information, $I from: 
Beulah Land, Box 1086, Podage 
La Pralde, Man., R1N 3C5. 
1946 TAYLOR CRAFT. 1320 
EDO floats. New 1800A skis, 
85h.p., Continental eng,, 680 
S.M.OJ-I., 230O T.T.S.N. Asking 
$21,000. Phone (403)668-7549. 
SIGNS UNLIMITED: Indoorand 
outdoor changeable; gluminated 
signs, complete with letters and 
numbers. Custom made signs 
also avegable. We guarantee our 
product. Call (604)338-7470. 
GARDENINO 
DISCOVER THE UL'nMATE 
GARDENERS STOREI Green- 
homes, hydmponka, Hoht!no. 
Over2000 products plus oA,rden- 
In9 books. Call toli-lree 1-800- 
663-5619 for free catalooue. 
WESTERN WATER FARMS, 
20120-64th Ave., Langley, B.C., 
V3A4PT. 
PANAGOPOULOS 2-FOR-1 
PIZZA franchbes now avallsble 
b vadom B.C. and Aberb. Ioca. 
lions. Call (604)~,9-t~21 to In. 
quke about them excellent buek 
nese opporlunitlee. 
THRIVING JANITORIAL BUSI- 
NESS foe sale. Located In 
Gql, den. Owners retldno, Box 
58,1, Gdden, B.C., VOA 1HO. 
(604)344.54s7 or (6o4)~¢~2. 
SMALL WELL'ESTABLISHED 
BUSINESS in Creston, B.O. 
Yamaha dealemhip, Husqvmna, 
SUM, DMO, Echo. Small aniline 
[opalr, selus and servlm. Emb- 
iehed clientele. Phons (604)428- 
4315, Ken or Rocky. :; 
MONEY-MAKING AND CA- 
REER oppoaunitles. Earn UP to 
$1~0 a week. Complete In]or. 
mauon mover 160 career cocu- 
patlorm and a new suecem 
 o,w and tapes. (Phone 
lween ua.m..10p.m.). 1-403- 
842-4288 axt.B11. Career re- 
pods - success money books - 
tepee. 
HOMEMAKERS, , WAIT.~ 
RESSES, SECRETARIES, Mr. 
Morns: I~d-time MLMbusinsm 
q)portun]lyl Revolutlmary 3-D 
camera takes amaxino photos -
sells on elghtl Dlstrbutom 
needed In everytownl Forlune to 
be madal PronldkXl eofutkm, ~IS 
- 6 81. S.W., Medidne Hat, N$, 
T1A 4HS. Please phone 
(40s)~e.234s. 
HOW TO PLAY POPULAR plan0 
or organ. New home study 
equine, Fast, easy method. 
Ouarantsedl FREE Infonnnation. 
Wrle: Studio 23, 3284 Bouchade 
Rd.,Kelowna, B.C., VlZ 2H2., 
MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNI- 
TIES! Learn Income Tax Prepa- 
ration or Basic Bookkeeplng. Tax 
deductble certificate courses by 
home study. Forfree brochures, 
no oblloatlon, contact U&R Tax 
8eMce, #205-1345 Pemblna 
Hwy., Winn!peg, MN, R3T2B6. 
1-800-665-5144. Enquke about 
excluslve franchise territory now 
avoJtabls. 
EQUIPMENT & MACHllHERY 
SKIDDER, 1988 JD640D, 6-cyl- 
inder turbo, 23.1x2610-ply tires, 
winch, 1272 hrs., new condition, 
I80.000. Phone Brandon, Mank 
(=o4)7,a-2627 ds~. 
Slnglestoouples. Completegow [ 1Q, 1, 5,10+/aore dvedronl and 
eminent-approved Building Man. J ~tewlotsontheThompeonRIver, 
agers Oorreepondanoe.Certifk 6mlesWestofKm_bqx, Lake. 
cats course for aptsJooudos/' I emls OAO. CaR collect, 
rhasetmlnl-storege. Guaranteed (604)Ua-,-~.~. 
Placement ,~mlelance. -RMTI, 
901;700 W. Pendor, Vancouver, 
BC, V601G8;(604)981-8466.. J REIITAI.8 
PRESSMEN, RRST AND SEC- 
OND, required for busy oold-set 
Web shop. Day and evenbg 
shifts avallable. Resume to Jor0 
Campbell, 4416 West Ist Ave- 
nus, Vancouveer, B.C., V6R4J4. 
WORK WITH US! Ire fun] Exalt- 
ing fashionsl Independencal 
Extmmoneyl Afrse sample linel 
Cag collect: (416)632-9090, 
(416) 827-2660. MA CHERIE 
home fashions shows, Est. 1975. 
NEW GROUND LEVEL garden 
to~nhoue~, 2 bedmoms, Sl~h. 
kmm~.. Oas flrepbms. Conven- 
ly kx~ed, C hniwack Coeon. 
wood Reifremont Vilage, 7610 
Evans Road, Sardis. ILSSrdmo. 1",o 
SERVICES 
ICBC and Injury claims. 
Wener, tdal lawyer for 21 
OVERSEAS WORK: A fanlastlo I ~. are. Cell collect, 736-5500 vancouver. If no recovery, IlO 
challenge awalls you. Work in fee, NoYukon enquirlee. 
NEW ZEALAND, AUSTRAIJA, 
EUROPE. A variety of laming K~B¢ INJURY CLAIMS? Cd 
placements available Indudlng .Dab Carr-Harrls- 20 years a tdal 
Dairy and Pigs. If you are be. mwyer wllh five yearn medical 
tween 19-28 and ln]erasted b fur. eehoolbefore law. 0.6694922 
liter dela]ls contact: IA.E.&, (V~) .  F-x~rbnoed In 
#206, 1501-17 Ave. S.W., Cal- head inJmy and olher major 
gary, AB, T2T OE2. ofalms. Percentaoe fees wag- 
able. 
TECHNICIANS REQUIRED. 
Cadboo's No.1 auto dealemhlp, 
Lake City Ford Sales Ltd., re- .PONDND-Cutdnsforalgesfree 
qulrss irnmedlately two aurorae- aean wszar..Odor free. Free 
consultallon. Call, write: Natural 
tlve technicians. Top wages, Ald Products, #I, 4415-61 Ave. 
benefits, and working conditions. 
Resume and references required. S.E., Calgary, "1"20 lZ6. 1-800- 
Contact Helno Selbert at 661-8467,1-403.279.8881. 
W604)392-4455 or715 OlivorSt., I " 
illlams Lake, B.C. V2G 1M9.. TRAYEL 
JOB OPPORTUNITY. 
Aclvertisin9 sales representative 
for lhdvlng Carlboo wealdy news- 
paper. Sales experience ssen- 
tial. Ol:porlunity for advame- 
ment. Salary plus (~mmissicns. 
Send resume to: Herald House 
Publishing, #414-1033 Davis St., 
Vancouver, B.C., V6E 1M7. 
DISCOUNT TRAVEL CLUB. 
Mexican vacation for two wilh 
membemNp, 6% to 60% ~ d 
travel needs, ~99. (604)489- 
0870 Mondayto Friday. 
' " ' "  VICTORIA B.C. - 
The ADMIRAL HOTEL **'" 
Rne accomodatlon ovedooldng 
the beautiful hadx~r. House- 
A NEW CAREER! Prestige 10- I biepbg u~e, reasonable rates 
year-old muilt-mglion.dollar firm I end friendly personal attentlon 
seeks2 representativeetoserv, fromfamllyownsrs. CAAremm- 
ice established retail accourds in mended. 257 Bails,Ale St., Victo- 
your area. Expect eamlngs of de, B.C. V8V 1X1. (604)388. 
$1500 to $2000+ (comm.) 6267. . 
weekly. Placement effective 
Immediately for qualified appli- - -  
canl~..Call (416)756-2111 or IIKAEGITRAVEL_HEWSll Fd  
(416)756-7796 for your conflden. & Wlntmr Seat Salel Grrrrelt 
tlal Interview. Lo'~ndonl~'galn= from SU g; 
CINEMAZO0 Animal Agency 18 Amsterdam from $599; 
looking for domestlo and exoU¢ Frankfurt from $61(J; 
anlmals for oppodunltlse In film Munloh from r/38. 
and edven]aing. Oomesllcaled KAEGI TRAVEL, 
North American wildlHe needed Vancower, B.C. ' , : 
Tel.: (604)870-6818 and Immedlatelyl Call Clnemazoo, 8AVEIIII 684-8441. ~ 
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• "CLASSIFIED 
AD RATES 
4535 Greig Avenue; 
Terrace, B.C. 
1~ V8G IM7 
Phone 635-7840 
All classified and classified 
display ads. must be prepaid 
by•ei ther ,  cash, Visa or 
Masterc~wd. when phoning 
in ads, please have.your card 
number and expiry date 
.ready. 
CI~.SSIFIED AD DEAD- 
LINE: 10 a.m. on the Tues- 
day preceding publication. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
DEADLINE: 5 p.m. on the 
Monday preceding publica- 
tion. 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 
20w0rds per week, plus 20¢ 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
new hours for the Terra0e Loan Cup- 
board ere as follows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 a,m. 
Thumdsys from I to 8 p.m. 
The Cupboard is located In the 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency Inquiries can-be 
made In between service hours at 
• the following numbers: 635-2122 or 
635-7941. 10/25p 
Bolens tractor with lawn mower & 
snow blower, $5,000. Utility trailer, 
$150. Phone 635-3294. 10125p 
1987 1,~,p garden tractor. Complete 
with 44 rototlller with 8-hp engine, 
44" lawn mower, 44" snowblo.war, 
48" blade. Replacement va~ue 
$9,000; Fall special $4;000. Phone 
635-2652. 10125p 
1;25,000 per year, part time, your own 
business. For appointment call 
David at 635-4618. tfnc 
1979 Volkswegon Rabbit, fuel In- 
J$500ected, needs some work. Asking 
• Phone 638-1353. 10111 p 
1979 Ford Cobra, new tires. $1,800 
O BO. Phone 635-6280. 10118p 
Deluxe sewing machine cabinet, has 
cutting table and. lots of storage 
space• Excellent condition. Asking 
$400. Phone 638-0240 after 4:30 p.m. 
or anytime on weekends. 10118p 
New 3.piece Roxton maple well unit, 
30" wide, 14".deep by 70 . hlgn,!wo 
book case units,bar-enterteinmem 
unit.. Paid $4;850~ will sell for $3,500.. 
Phone .638.0240 after 4:30 p.m. or 
anytime on .Weekends. 10118p 
for each additional word per ,~-~ __ ~ 
week. All CAPITAL or . . . .  
boldface words are $1.00 ex- ~ ' . ' 
for box.service (plus postage [ "6 i ~u~uo 
charge if required). . • ; ~.~'~'~/'~ M 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the %~ ~ ,,~ 
4th ad FREE. Four regular 
classified word ads for the '~env~ ~" 
price of three. Savings of 
$4.50 or more. Prepayment 
oMy, 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY 
ADS: $5.75 per column inch. 
Minimum of one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS: 
$36.50 for 4 issues. Picture 
o f  automobiles and recrea- 
tion vehicles only. Noh-~o~a: 
mercial use only .  
TENDERSAND LEGAL. 
NOTICES: $7.00 per column 
inch per insertion. Minimum 
one inch. 
FOR SALE -- One Norwegian Elk- 
hound puppy, 12 weeks old, CKC 
registered, has had first shots. Both 
parents available to view. For more 
Information, phone 632.5218. 10118p 
ORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
TERRACE 
IS SEEKING 
PART TIME INSTRUCTORS 
.socIOLOGY 205 . . . . .  .~ ..... :  
• PSYCHOLOGY201 ' .. ~: ~ ~":~:il;i'~Y" 
/ • October 4, !989 •• . . . .  ::./:,:~:::i"!:/.:-• 
For aUnlversity Transfer Social work Programl)ii~nned 
for the month of November, 1989. " , , ;.i~:~"~/'' 
The successful candidates will possess, a Ma'ster's 
Degree in Sociology or Psychology. Preference:given 
to candidates with teaching qualifications. 
Salary commensurate with'experienCe and credent ia l s  
as part of the Collective.Agreement between"the":COI- 
lege and CUPE. 
For furtfier information,, contact.George Stanley. 
Please respond with resume;not later than'.0Ctober 23, 
1989 to: 
Manager • . . .  
• ,- . . . .  Human Resources .. 
Northwest Community College 
. . . . .  5331 McConnell Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VBG 4C2 
SPECIAL SERVICES TO CHILDREN 
Terrace & District Community Services Socie- 
ty  Choices Program are now accepting ap- 
plications for persons to work with children 
and young adults with mentally handicaps, 
Qualifications: community support Worker 
Program, E.C.E. or H.S.W. would be an asset. 
Applicant must be willing to obtain First Aid 
and Class4, 
Contact: Unda Pelletier at 635-7863 or Denise 
Smyth at 635-3895. • 
Closing Date: Friday, October 13,1989. 1=11o 
Northern Drugs has an opportunity for 
an individual with cosmetic sales ex- 
per ience to work 30 to 40 hours per  
week in their Terrace store. 
NOlrI'HWEST COMMUNI'I~ COLU~GE 
TERRACE CAMPUS - Telephone: (604) 635-6511 
Offers 
TRADES TRAININGPROGRAMS 
PICK YOUR TRADE...and,..NAME YOUR JOB! 
High demand and low supply have made service technicians and mechanical 
tradespeople the most sought after people in the North American Job Market. 
I - ~e sheru,p ~r yo ,~, ,~, , r~cm'  hu rmd~ the crises ~d"  I o,~=. trod, ~,~,==- ,~,m,~ era) ' I 
There is still time to enroll in one or the excellent 
Northwest Community College (NWCC) Trades Training Programs. 
Automotive or Heavy Duty 
Millwright or Machinist 
Carpentry or Joinery 
Welding 
(Continuous Intake) 
(Continuous Intake) 
(Continuous Intake) 
(Continuous Intake) 
This position will involve some evening 
• andweekend .work, arrcr ~Wm':P~V ~e'th~ :~ 
;successful applicant" With the oppor- 
tunity to display individual initiative in 
a progressive management setting. 
Superior wage package available. 
Pleaseapply in person to: 
-Mr, Roy scherrer, Manager, 
.... • Skeena Mall, TerraCe, 
. . . .  Phone: 635-6555 
I ~ NORTHWEST COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
I ~ TERRACE 
I ~ INVITES APPLICATIONS FOR 
I ~ :  BOOKSTORE ATTENDANT, CLERKIII. 
~ ~  October 6, 1989 
• NorthWest Community College requires the services of 
a Bookstore Attendant to  operate the College 
Bookstore and :provide service to students and instruc- 
.tional~;taff. This position reports directly to the 
Manager of Ancillary Services. The salary will be in ac- 
cordance with the Collective Agreement between the 
College and the B.C.G.E.U., plus a department ad- 
ministratiVe allowance of $95.7! per month. 
DUTIES: Piepare and processes orders, receives and 
distributes educational publications and Bookstore- 
mateirlals, •Maintains accurate records and flies and 
-control of cash. Maintains accurate Bookstore Inven- 
tory. 
QUALIFICATIONS: High School graduation plus a 
minimum rOf three years of clerical experience Is  
necessary. Some experience in retail sales would be 
an asset, as would some accounting or bookkeeping 
experience. 
SKILLS: Excellent interpersonal skills and the ability to 
deal effectively andtactfully with students, staff, and 
the general public. Must work effectively on One's own 
with frequent interruptions. 
The closing date for application Is October 20, 1989. 
Applications and resumes Should be sent to: Manager, 
Northwest Community: College, : 533i ~ McConnell 
A¥enue,P,O. Box 728,Terrace, B.C. VSG 402. 
I "  
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Mobile Homes . ~ 
. . . . 
t . 
' 5  
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SIFIED 
WALK FOR X-MAS $$$ 
Enumerators to update your Tar. 
race/Kltlmat city directory In your 
area. No :Selling. No experience 
necessary. Approximately two to 
_three weeks' work ending Oct. 28. 
Very flexible hours, 30 hours per 
week required; Apply" In person to 
room 279 at the Slumber Lodge, 
4702 Lakelee Ave., Terrace. 
10111o 
NeW.speper oll ends from $5 to $25, 
depending on size. Phone 635-7840, 
tfnp 
I DEATH NOTiCF.8 '! DEATH NOTICF.8 - I 
, HAMILTON - -  Debre Lee, age32 NIKAL -- Barry Stewart, age 16 , - - . . , . , . - - , , ,  , . . . . . .  ~m..m.R' Serviced Pads For Rent' years, In ~ Vancouver, B.C. on years, In Terrace, S.C. on September ,,"-~"-~r,~,r.F~,~-=-"~' 
at Woodland Heights Mobile September 15, 1989. Memorial ear-' 26, 1989. Funeral service8 were from 
Home Court, 3624 Old lakelae vice was from Knox United Church St. Joseph's Catholic Church In ~ ~ ~ ' ~  
lake Road. $130 per month net. on Friday, Sept. 22 at 2 p.m. Crams, Smlthers on Friday, Oct. 6 at I p .m.  ~_ .~.~ ~ ~ ,  
Phone 635-5407 after 6 p.m. tlon took place from theTe~race Interment In the Morloetown ~'~r=w~'~~ 
fine Crematorium. Cemetery. 
... , FUGULIN --  John, age 57 years, in ERSTLING -- Ingeborg, age 52 Province of Bdtleh Columbia 
• Kltlmat B.C. on September 17, 1989. years, In Terrace, B.C. on October 5, Ministry of Transportation 
Three bedroom mobile home In Funeral services were from Christ 1989. Funeral services were Christ and Highways 
Thornhlll Trailer Park; natural gas the King Catholic Church In Kitimat Church Lutheran in Terrace on Tues .  HIGHWAY -- TENDERS 
heat. A.sk!ng $8,500. Phone on Wednesday, Sept.20at 2 p.m.!n- day, Oct. 10 at2 p.m. Interment in 
635.4453. ~ 10125p. terment In the Kltlmat Municipal the Terrace Municipal Cemetery. Electoral District: Skeena 
. . . .  Cemetery. Highway District: Sk'eena 
MacKay's Funeral Services and Project or Job Number:. C5032 
WILSON - -  Alice, age 68 years, In Crematodum were In charge of the Project'or Job Description: Pay- 
Terrace, B.C. on September 17, 1989. arrangements for all the above, ing - -30 MileWest of Terrace. 
Funeral service was from Knox Paving of 1,000 metres of Yellow- 
United Church on Thursday, Sept.21 head Highway 18 Commencing 
Sweet Home Stove Works; heavy at 2 p.m. Interment In the Terrace approximately 44.6 kilornetres 
cast' iron, takes large• blocks of Municipal Cemetery. west of Kalurn River Bridge on 
• " Yellowhead 16 and extends 
wood. Excellent heating source COLE - -May  Elizabeth, age 4 Wanted: Property or lot on Lakelse 1,000 metres easterly. 
for large or  small home. years, in Surrey B.C~ on Septem pr 
Everything included: stove, 20, 1989. Graveside service was at Lake, with or without cabin. Road THE TENDER SUM FOR THIS 
- ~ ~,ccess. Phone635-4737. 10118p PROJECT IS TO INCLUDE AP- stove pipes, wall Inserts and the Old Klteumkalum Cemetery on 
screen. Asking $800. Phone Tuesday, Sept. 26 at 2 p.m. PLICABLE FEDERAL AND PRO- 
635-3920i ~ 10111p VI NCIAL SALES TAX. 
SANVILLE" Roger, age 49 years, Tender Opening Date: Friday, 
near Nasa Camp, B.C. on September October 13, 1989. 
18, 1989. Funeral services were from Tender Opening Time:-2:00 p.m. 
the Sacred Heart Catholic Church 
on Saturday, Sept. 23 at 2 p~m. Inter. New fishing hip waders, size 8V=. Tender documents with enve- 
merit In the Terrace Municipal Paid $95, will sell for $50. Fishing lope, plans, specifications and 
Cemetery. chest wadersi size 8V2-9, older, i)ut conditions of tender are avail- 
very good condition. $35. Phone able free of charge ONLY from 
MOOSE CUTT ING ,~7_~ - Joseph, age 76 years, In 638-0240 after 4:30 p.m. or anytime Ministry of Transportation and 
Terrace, B.C. on September 20, 1989. on weekends. 10118p Highways, 300 - 4546 Park Ave- 
$1001per moose .  Funeral services were from nue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1V4 bet- 
Call Steve: MacKay's Funeral Chapel on Tues. ween the hours of 8:30 and 4:30 
day, Sept. 26 at 10 a.m. Interment In p.m. Monday to Friday, except 638-0840 the Terrace Municipal cemetery. Holidays. 
WALLINGTON -- JamesAllan, age Phone number of originating of- 
68 years, In Bergson lake, B.C. on 1981 GMC =A-ton pickup, 6-cylinder, rice: 638-3360. 
Kalum Family Day C&~re has Open- September 27; 1989. Funeral ser. standard. Asking $3,700. Phone 
Ings. Fenced yard, pets and toys. vices were from MacKay's Funeral 635-2866 or view at 29-3889 Muller Telex number of originating of- 
Ages newborn to 12years. Full-time, Chapel on Saturday, Sept, 30 at 2 Ave. 10118p rice: 638-3316. 
part-time or drop.in available. Phone p.m. Cremation took place from the Tenders will be opened at 
638-8429or638-8398. tfnc Terrace Crematorium. Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways, Skeena District, 300 t 
Montemmd Preschool has limited GOLDSWORTHY -- John, age 98 4546 Park Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
spaces opened for3 yrs,4 yrs and 5 years, In Terrace, B.C. on September V8G 1V4 . . . . . .  , . .  
yrs. For more information phone ' 24,1989. Funeral services took place . . . . . .  J.R. Newhouse 
638-1259. 10125nc in Barrier Ford, Saskatchewan. in. PROPOSED SILVICULTURE District Highways Manager 
terment In the Barrier Ford 
Creatbe Edu~tlonsl Toys from all .Cemetery. PRESCRIPTION . 10/11¢ 
over the world. Fun. Call Donna Notlce0fpre-harvestsllvlcuIture 
Grayson, 6354675.  10111e MUTSCHKE - -  Alexander, age 88 prescription, pursuant o section 
years, in Terrace, B.C. on September 3 of the silviculture regulations. 
30, 1989. Funeral services were from 
.,!,= ! Kingdom Hall of Jehovah Witnesses The following area has a propos- 
on Wednesday, Oct. 4 at 2 p.m. ed prescription that will apply if 
Cremation took place frqm the Tar. approval is obtained from the INVITATION TO TENDER 
race Crematorium. Ministry of Forests. The propos- Tenders are invited for 
ed prescription will be available miscellaneous overhead line 
• MARSH - -  Gregory Philip (newborn for viewing until November 23, work in the Terrace and Nasa 
son of Susan-.daCosta and Fred 1989, at the location noted areas. 
Marsh). age 2 days. In Terrace. B.C. below, during regular working This work Includes poles, trans- 
on October 1, 1989. By request, no hours, formers, primary, secondary and 
service was held. Cremation took 
place from • the Terrace To ensure consideration, any services. 
WJ][e Crematorium. written comments must be made The successful contractor must 
to Rod Arnold, R.P.F., R.J.A. be approved on B.C. Hydro's 
yOU Forestry Ltd., 300C-4722 Lakelse P.S.S.P. local operating order for 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 1R6, all live line work. 
r,v tn~v~mt.,~,,,L~~|~.l~..~, by theabovedate. Tender closes Thursday, Oc- 
Forest LlcenceA.16686 tober 19, 1989 at 11:00 a.m. 
C.P.: 005; Cut BIk: 001; Lecatlon: Copies of the documents are 
Kwinatahl River N.; Area (he): available at B,C. Hydro office at 
• 101.3; Ammend. Y/N: No. 5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace. For 
Zaul Zap Industries (1983) Ltd. any further Information please 
P.O. Box 310 contact Fred Peters at 638-5635. 
.c BC hgdro VaG 4S3 L , 
GOLF 8, COUNTRY.CmSI I .  " TO B I D 
• . Chdstm~ Par t ies ,  Sealed tenders marked "Arena Snow 
, Weddings, Removal" will be received at City Hall, 
• Banquets. * 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C., V8G 2X8 
• . Service Club Activities.. up to 12:00 noon local time, October 27, 
1989. Specifications are available at 
Ideal for groups of 50 --•80 the Parks and Recreation office at 2320 
• Call early to book the Kalum Street, Terrace. 
Skeena Valley Golf & Country Club 
for'your preferred daie. For more information, call 638-1174. 
352'3 Golf Cours~Road E.R. Hal lsor  
635 2542 Clerk-Administrator 
• City•of Terrace .~ i ! :~ 
v' Food Service ,.,, Bar Service i 3215 Eby Street, 
v, Dance Floor ,-  Mtisic Available i ,, 
(on rcquesl)~ :~ B.C. V8G 2X8 . . . . .  r .......... : ~ i . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~ ~,~ 
One N.Inch Franklin fireplace, small 
airtight wood • stove, various and 
miscellaneous lengths of chimney, 
rein cap and plenum;'between two 
and three cords of mixed birch, 
alder, Jackplne~and hemlock. 
firewood, seasoned for four years. 
Entire package, $200, Call 635-7840 
days, 635-4810 evenings, ask for 
Mike. tfnp 
Deal directly with the factoryl Get 
yourself a new Electrolux for only 
$399 plus $25 shipping charge. This 
Is a 1989 model clearout sale. So get 
yours while quantities last. Phone 
635-3066. 10/25o 
Moving -- Must Selll Table & 5 
chairs, $150. China cabinet, $150. 
Desk, $150. Waterbed, $150. Dual 
reclining love seat~ $500. Sunk bed, 
$450. Entertainment centre, $200. 
Plus more. Phone 635-3294. 10125p 
Klng41za wMerbed complete with 
headboard, liner, heater bag. Ex- 
cellent condition, $250. Phone 
638-1281 or 635-6300. 10111p 
M r  ' , ,  
• , 
I 
MOUNTAINVIEW 
APARTMENTS 
..Centrally located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spacious one 
,bedroom units, laundry 
,facilities and parking. 
638-8398 ,r. 
I II i~- -  ii .*~ 
FOR RENT 
• OR LEASE: ~ 
1,000 sq. ft. office, 
store or shop space. 
Lots of parking. For 
further information 
phone 635-3355. 
FOR RENT 
• ~ 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments 
, Laundry facilities & balconies 
, At the corner of Kalum & Scott 
, Close to downtown & s~hools 
, Rents sta~'t at $340.00 
, References required. 
Woodland Apartments 
635.3922 or 635,5224 
I 
2,000  sq.ft., 3-bedroom home tor 
rent, washer and dryer Included. 
Beautiful vieW; five minutes from 
downtown. Deposit and references 
required. Phone 638-0114. 10125p 
FOUND -.- A diamond ring near 
Haugland Street. Phone Dale 
Sproale at 635-6653. 10118nc 
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' birthday. A l l  agreedito "just a 
-. family dinner,'. But things 
don't always go as planned, 
and several events happened, 
.... all around the same time. 
A special garden party was 
held for Kay Hnghan. Kay was 
leaving the Nass and a farewell 
get-together was organized by 
her family and close friends. 
Even long-time friends, Charles 
and Laurie from the deep south 
in the USA, came up to wish 
This past summer has been a her well. 
long and warm one, a busy Thelady, who served tea 
one, and a very enjoyable one from• the Tea Barn during ,the 
for Florence and Orville 50's and early 60's, has moved 
Spencer. now to Victoria. Over the years 
"7 iAt  the beginning of the sum- the Tea Barn was featured 
• mer they hosted a busload o f  twice in the magazine 
~seniors from the Happy Gang "Beautiful British Columbia". 
• Centre at their summer home Kay also had in all prob- 
at spencer Lake in the Nass ability the only wildflower col- 
Valley. It was also Jean lection of its kind in B.C. 
Froese's birthday. Jean and Anything she came across and 
Florence went to school did not have at home in her 
:together, and have been friends garden was transported with 
ever since. Jean's birthday was great care and transplanted in, : 
rcelebrated with a delicious as near as possible, the kind of 
~ birthday cake. environment and location it 
The Spencers also hosted a came from, and nurtured with 
number Of out-of-town guests great love. Even a special song 
this:summer. Joe Prill came up was wirtten for Kay by Robert 
< from California. Family friend Brinson, a former esidentof 
Elsie Petryshyn from Edmon- the Nags, now living in Ter- 
• ton journeyed up to the Haas race; Kay was also treated by 
~-withher brother and sister-in- her friends to a helicopter ride 
:...~...law, Victor.and Pat Zaporzan. , of the area, .with a bird's.eye 
': . ~];<"~d~li~s;, A l l friellds : "• -vieWSof the place marhad been 
:. from, Coquitlam; and Doris her home for so long. The 
and.Wally came and visited. Spencers were asked to join 
. 'Ti~;:|ean d Larry Hoback, : her.,Oiville does not like .to fly, 
• .-, .~r~us  n~,ighbors:at Spencer-~. but :he~16ves thechopper (is',. 
take, dropped in. They in turn • theres difference?). 
:¢0nvinced the Spencers to - .. OfiKay'sbehalf:a~very 
return with them, via".Van, i.~-:..: special--thankYou i'lloes out 
couver Island, to Montana, for to the Skeads who organized 
a:two-week holiday. While in this wonderful trip, and to the 
Montana, the Spencers were pilot for doing such a good job 
t!eated royally, were introduced, of the flight. The following 
t~ some wonderful newex- i Weekend, September 15th, was 
l~riences, and viewed some ter- Orvilie's 80th birthday r. " 
rifle scenery. A Bonfire celebration was 
Since Orville had been in the held with family and friends. 
hospital earlier this year for a There were also a few tears, as 
' .~  • repair job and a tune up, he in- this was Kay's last evening at 
sisted that there was not to be the Nags. Kay Hughan and Or- 
abig birthday bash for his 80th viile Spencer are the last two of 
the white settlers who have 
stayed or maintained properties 
in the area since 1913. Because 
the whole Spencer family could 
not be at the Nass for the Ben- 
NAVIGABLE WATERS fire Birthday Bash, a big family 
PROTECTION ACT 
R.S.C. 1985, Chapter N.22 dinner was held the next even- 
Zaul Zap Industries (1983) 'Ltd. ing in town, with four out of 
hereby gives notice that Zaul the five children and their 
Zap Industries (1983) Ltd. has,. families attending. Also here to 
under Section 9 of the Navigable 
~.Waters Protection Act, help them celebrate were 
deposited with the Minister of Gladys and Royce Myers, 
Transport, at Ottawa, and In the friends from Vernon. After 
office of the District Registrar Of 
the Land Registry District of supper some invited seniors 
Casslar at Prince Rupert, B.C. ,came over for some wine and a 
under Deposit Number TC 14016 slice of the birthday cake. 
a description of the' site and 
plans of a bridge crossing over The following week the 
the Nass River approximately 1 Spencers joined with other 
km east of Canyon City, B.C. and • friends and helped Ernie Sande 
approximately 0.5 km west of 
District Lot 1094. And take celebrate his 90th birthday. 
notice" that after the expiration Last week they left for Coquit- 
of one month from the date of lamto spend two weeks with 
the publication of this notice , 
Zaul Zap Industries (1983) Ltd. daughter Trudy and her family. 
wilt under Section 9 of the They are also going on a one- 
Navigable Waters Protection Act week trip to Reno with friends 
apply to the M in is ter  of • 
Transpod, for approval of the from Terrace. 
said site and plans. Upon their return to Coquit- 
Written objections based on the lain, Orville will yet have ! 
effect of the work on marine another surprise birthday party, 
navigation may be directed ,to: 
Director General, Aids and planned by daughter Tracy. 
Waterways, Canad!an Coast Whatever will they do for his 
Guard, Department of Transport, 81st? Happy birthday, Orville. 
Ottawa, Ontario, KIA ON7.. 
Dated at Terrace, B.C. this 4th day of October 198g, , .  The dining room of Terraee- 
Zaul Zap industries (1983)Ltd~ " view Lodge was filled to 
' ~• mpmity.on October 1. The . 
The annual Harvest Dinner Oct. 1 at the Terracevlew Lodge was an opportunity for quiet. 
socializing, recollection and the enjoyment of fine food. AHe Toopphoto. 
reason was their annual 
Harvest Dinner. A dinner like 
that can be nothing but a suc- 
cess when:you see the food. If: 
you were~ttot there, •just im- 
• a~e having the choice of • . 
pasta salad, tossed greens, col- 
eslaw, ambrosia, marinated 
carrots andvegetab!es and 
assorted,picHes;"For hot 
dishes, ~e: cookshad prepared 
potatoesl!~¢eJ,p~,~yams;-.and ~ 
herbed 8reen beans.: Thcmaln 
course was roast pork with . 
gravy, beef burgundy, cold 
sliced turkey and baked 
salmon. All this was accom- 
panied by assorted: brown and 
White d i~er rolls and bread 
sticks. P~d if that was not 
enough, thor was also dessert. 
There were pumpkin tarts, 
mince meat pie with whipped 
cream, Harvest dessert, fruit 
plate and cheese and crackers. 
This annual event is a 
wonderful ,opportunity for 
many people to have dinner 
with their family and friends 
who live at Terraceview. 
The Terrace and District Arts 
Council's "Arts Awareness" 
show came to an end recently 
with an evening of entertain- 
ment by the people involved in 
the arts. Invited guests were 
treated to some f'me perform- 
ances by the Terrace Pipes and 
Drums, a brass trio;theTer- 
race Little Theatre, the Writers 
Guild and the North~west 
Singers. ' " " 
The evening started off with 
the.Terrace Pipe" dl ~md D~p:  
ptping theirlwaY ¢iown the " 
stairs and into the Gallery. 
Next upwere thebrass trio, : 
members of the Caledonia : 
School Band. Chad Edmonds, 
Scott Loptson and T.J. 
McKenzie•have b en playing 
together for more than three 
years. T.J. just got back in 
time from Prince •Rupert for 
this performance. He had been 
there for an athletic event and 
came in second in his class. 
These young people did a find 
job playing. 
Terrace Little Theatre's Ken 
and  Lorna Morton did a short 
"Reader Theatre" piece by 
story read by Henny Cook of 
the Writers Guild, tiffed Crack 
in the Window and a poem 
written and read by Terri 
Elkew about the Terrace 
Mutiny many years ago. 
Next Up were the Northwest" 
Singers, aider the able direc2 " 
t.ion of Marilyn Brodie. Finish- 
~g off the evening Were Alexis" 
alkapar, and Jim.~ranch,i-',~,:~ ..... 
members of the Terrace Little!=~ 
ndnutes of a playil ieywil lbe 
doing at. the aext Dinner 
Theatre at the College in • 
November. 
The whole evening was much 
appreciated by all who fit- 
tended. . r.~ _ . . _ .  
There is a fine show now on 
display at the Art Gallery, 
drawings and paintings on the 
theme "Trees" by Dawn• Ger- 
myn. It runs until the 30th of 
October. Read more about he 
show and the artist next week. 
Did you know that people 
who.snore always fall asleep Dorothy Parker titled Here We 
Are. It was very funny and well -first? 
done. Have a great week and I'll 
The guests appreciated the see you next Wednesday. 
l 
- The Science Council of British 
Columbia made history recently 
by meeting for the first time ever 
in Northwestern British Colum- 
bia.: The Science Council meets 
at least once every three months 
but the Lower Mainland, Van- 
couver Island and the Okanagan 
have been traditional meeting 
places. 
• | r i  a move to change this 
several council members, includ- 
ing Northwest council director 
Dr..Val George, met with sever- 
al area educators and industrial 
representatives at Mt. Layton 
Hot Springs on the evening of 
Sept.26 and toured several local 
pIaces of-interest, including the 
Kitimat River fmh hatchery and 
the Alcan al,nnln,rn smelter the 
following day, 
As-expla ined by council mem- 
ber Dr. James McEwan, the 
director of biomedical ensineer- 
ins at Vancouver General Hos- 
pital, the council wants to look 
at how *their existing programs 
relate to the Northwest and how 
they might •be adapted to meet 
specific needs here. The forest 
and aluminum industries are 
two obvious employers but there 
are alSO the ..fishing and mining 
industries, manufacturing, the 
environment, ecological con- 
cerns,- medi'cine,: communica- 
tions, transportation, infra- 
/ , (  
. 
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ehind ,-Sdence Council says 
DR. JAMES McEWAN: We 
have to take control of •the 
future. 
ence and technology. This was 
established in the mid-1970's 
when the government, business 
and industry realizedthat B.C. 
needed to broaden its economic 
base. The key was to meet • the 
challenge of technological 
growth in California, Japan and 
central Canada, and in 1978 the 
Science Council was formed 
with funding from the Ministry 
of Advanced Education. 
The goal today is to build on 
structure, and many more ar .e&.s this beginning and encourage 
of concern:that need to be met in the gro~dl Of science-based in- 
thenorth: ".": ' : " . :.: dusti'iesin'B.c, and encourag- 
TTne mission of :the Science ins government, inves!ment in 
Councll:bfB.C.is to entourage post-.s~ndary insfitutiom and 
~0nomic development'* in~ the sc ient l f i c r~ch.  The ~test  
an, is to bring newly established 
°'=="*°"PPU="'°f"sd"B anNews from r ch1--3 
will be supplied by .our ai~Vays- 
hardworking Ladies' Auxiliary. 
Our spring dinner and dance was 
a success, and I am sure we will 
repeat on Oct. 14. 
Nov. 11 is closing in fast, and 
Centdbmee by 
Peter Crompton 
The Terrace open darts tour- 
nament held at the Legion Hall 
Sept. 29, 30 and Oct. 1 iwas a we need all the vo!unteers wecan 
roa~ng Suc~ss.:Annette Hall of muster to help wtth our biggest 
Kitimat,~Wayne Bassoof Prince project of the year. We will be 
Rupert and Pat Campbell of looking for new faces for our 
color.guard, so if you have a 
Legion uniform #ease come for- 
. ward. We need all the help possi- 
ble for our poppy campaign; this 
is the one .way we have. to ac- 
cumulate funds to .help our 
veterans and their dependents 
who may be in need of 
assistance. 
We will be holding a Grey 
Cup stag on Nov. 24. 
Our steak dinners on the first 
Friday of each month are gong 
well. Hopefully, more of you 
will take the opportunity to sam- 
ple this fine meal as winterap- 
proaches -- for the price; you 
cannot eat any better at home. 
We have had a number of 
changeson our executive due to 
resignations. Cmde; Crompton 
is now your president until at 
least the end of the year, Crude. 
Cromarty is first vice, and 
Crude. Wilson is second vice. 
Crude. Hales has been appointd 
as a director for the remaining 
term, and is also the new chair- 
man of the Legion's pomoring 
committee to 747 • Squadron' • 
We are all saddened by the 
passing away of Crude. Roy 
Greening, a past vice president 
and a good frien d Of Branch 13.i 
Terrace fired 180's. 
Thirty couples completed in 
Friday night's mixed doubles, 
with Pat Campbell. and Annette 
Hall. coming, out winners and 
Paul de JoBs andTina Clifford 
in second place. 
The men's singles winner was 
Brian McCabe of Kitimat, with 
Rupert's Paul de Jons run- 
nerup. Ladies' singles was won 
by Rupert's Darlene Wilson with 
Rosemary Krevenchuk second. 
Ladies' doubles was an all- 
Kitimat affair with Mary Sanl- 
nier and Betty Scheimann com- 
ing out winners and Heather 
Barkhouse and Rosemary 
Krevenchuk second. 
The men's doubles was an all- 
Terrace final with Bob Bennett 
and Bill Robinson winners and 
runnersup Pat Campbell and 
Tony Soma. 
The team event on Sunday 
was won byTerrace with Prince 
Rupert railing. 
technological industries and 
trained workers and scientists 
together by the •turn Of the 
century. --- 
" In  10 years traditional jobs 
are going to *disapr~ar," says 
McEwan. •"At thispoint we're 
really interested in supporting 
science teachers, and younger 
students," To emphasize his 
point, he describes •how even 
traditional jobs in  the logging 
industry will disappear. Mills 
are becoming computerized, re- 
search is changing siliviculture 
techniques, the industry is look- 
ing for ways of getting more 
value out of the same amount of 
timber. In short, the loggers of 
tomorrow ~Will be engineers, 
technicians and scientists. 
In order to fdl the demand for 
these types of workers, the  
council is beginning to place a 
new empahsis on students up to 
the Grade 8 level. These are the 
students-who will be graduating 
when the demand for profes- 
sional people is predicted to be 
a t  its peak. This means a re- 
newed support for science teach-' 
ers and science fairs in an at- 
tempt to excite these students 
about the future in professional 
jobs. These students, and those 
graduating in the current school 
year, have the opportunity to  
work towards secondary grad- 
uate scholarships ponsored by 
the council. 
As well, there are several pro- 
grams administered by the Sci- 
ence Council of B.C. and gov- 
ernment agencies which are de- 
signed to help bring tomorrow's 
work world and professional 
people together. Assistance 
Grants for Applied Research 
(AGAR) provides financial as- 
sistance for research and devel- 
opment. Graduate Research, 
Engineering and Technology 
(GREAT) provides cholarships 
for qualified B.C. students en- 
gaged in graduate studies. In- 
dustrial Postdoctoral Fellow- 
ships (IPDF) offers financial 
assistance to companies employ- 
ins men and women who have 
recently completed their PhD's. 
Science and Technology A- 
wards-for Returning Students 
(STARS) offers those in the 
workforce an opportunity to re- 
turn to their graduate studies in 
science and teclmology. 
There are barriers, however, 
that need to be overcome and 
the responsibility of solutions to  
these •.belongs to everyone, ac- 
cording to .the counci l .  More  
provincial government funding 
needs to beencouraged. Cur- 
rently, Japan and West Ger- 
.. • . .  
. . . .  f "  
many invest 2.5 to 3 percentof, i:::!.;.:, ." : .. 
. , . . .  ; , .  : . ,  : . . . -  . - 
their gross national product .m :~i ::/:, ::: 
technological advancement.! .... :". • 
canada, on the other handlin-:• : 
vests only 1.6 to 1.7 percent - -  
about half' that of Japan and 
West Germany. The province of 
B.C., though, invests on ly  0.8 to 
0.9 percent. 
Secondly, Canada is not train- 
ing enough scientists at the pres- 
ent time to meet future needs. 
Canada is a country of extraor- 
dinary wealth, explains 
McEwan. A country where 
everyone leads a relatively com- 
fortable life. Because of this, we 
are starting to fall behind ag,• 
gressive Third World countries 
who are developing scientists 
and technology at a rate equal or 
greater to ours. 
"We can't turn back time,;' 
says McEwan. "We have to take 
more control over our future." 
And this is the challenge of the 
next generation that the Science 
Council •is trying to meet. To 
make sure that the technolo$!cal 
infrastructure and resources are 
their when they're needed. The 
greatest question, which only 
time can answer is: "From an 
international perspective, is 
Canada going to be competitive 
or not?" 
" SCHOOL.DISTRIC T #e8.(TERRACE).  
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AT 4:30 P.M. 
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TUESDAY: 
B.C. Paraplegic :~ 
Terrace Peaks G 
Kinsmen Club 
, ou l  Have  a Ii 
Society 
( Swim Club 
Purple ~ 
Games 
THURSDAY: 
There are a number of events 
coming up that all members 
should be aware of. On Oct, 14 
we are holding another dinner 
mid dance at the branch, Tickets 
are $25 per couple and the food 
t 
i 
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Trans i t  sys tem - -  
continued from pa0e 1 
ing distances, more bus shelters 
at key locations to provide pro- 
tection from the elements, direct 
service to Mills Memorial Hos- 
pital and •Terraceview Lodge 
andan expanded route to in- 
.nancially viable service. Esti- 
mates suggest  an. increased an. 
nual cost of about $45,300. This 
would mean a rise in the overall 
annualcost of a transit service in 
the Terrace area from $281,200 
hoots for broad appeal $,  • , . ~ "C , , ,~  • L 
"The greatestlittle other or, p.m. Oct. 13 in the R,E.M. Lee music director, Glen Fast;/not 
chestra'*. :in.' B.C,, :-as', .their. Th~e.  ,the. orchestra will .also Peter McCoppin as ~ounced 
publicist calls them,'is~illpresent play ' for School :District: 88 ~ in initial, publicity materi~;, 
clude. Twin River Estates on a 
: .  ',demand,' basis. According to 
, ith~;irfi~port:, " in response to a 
• " single ph0ne.call from any Twin 
River" resident the next regularly 
' ' scheduled bus would stop there. 
Theth i rd  option, the' one 
'"" rec0~ended bY B.C. Transit, . 
to $326,500. At the same time, a pr0gmm.that:.coulct.be:called a 
however, the estimate shows an ..musl.~l sainpier in Terrace:F.ri-. 
annual increase of 20,500 riders i daYi~ght.- . ' . . ,  '. ' . - .  i. ',.. , , 
which would increase revenues The Vict6ria SyrnphonyOr- 
by $13,300 for a cost recovery of 
22.9 percent; compar,:~d to the  
present <21.9 percent. B.C= 
Transit's hare of the increased 
studentsl the  ' ,morr is  of ~the : McCoppin appeared in:Ter- 
sam.. ¢~: 'date '.with .a  ptogr~ :,.race ,~th-the Vancouver Sym- 
desi~ed, .for youfig people :thgt :: phony.Orchestra,on the VSO's 
includes. the timeless '~d' .  in2 northern tour. in the spri~lg: 
ches.tra, chose. Tefface as one o f .  trigulging ifitroduction to the.or-." The program set for the Ter, 
the three Northwest communi- chestra for young people ~,: race concert is described: as 
ties for concert appearances in "Peter and the Wolf" by Pro, ", "enough to  appeal to a very 
its first tour Of the region in kofiev. . " " .... • :"~ 'b road  cross-sect ion of 
would mean adjusting the type annual cost would jump from more than 10 years. In' addition During its Northwest tour the. 
of transitvehicle tobetter match $131,300 to $161,200, while the to a .public performance 'at "8 - orchestra will be led by associate ~
the ridership and the introduc- local cost share would rise from 
tion of a "paratransit" concept $88,400 to only $90,500. 
to Thornhill. The report sug- The need to change the pres- 
gests that one regular transit bus ent transit system is based on 
and three vans (one for a spare) two facts. First, the present 
couldmeet all the demands of system is not effectively meeting 
the present system. The bus the needs of the average user, 
would provide the capacity re- and secondly the present system 
qulred for school students while offers very little or nothing to 
the  vans would provide the 
necessary  Capac i ty  and  re- 
qu i rements  for conventional nd 
custom transit service. 
The proposal is described as a 
"fixed route with deviations" 
system by B.C. Transit. 
B,C. Transit considers this to 
be:.the most productive and f'v 
Sky l ink  - -  
• continued from page 1 
ords for the previous year. On 
Oct. 6, though, Skyllnk's oper- 
ating certificate was cancelled by 
Bouchard and the federal Jus- 
tice Department was asked to 
invesiigate possible criminal 
charges. The ministry cited 
problems with aircraft main- 
tenance and other records, the 
use of unqualified pilots and 
fa ls i f icat ion of safety 
documents. 
•: This is the first time Zur has 
had Skylink's certificate pulled, 
but not the first time he has 
faced'these same charges. Sky- 
link service to Terrace com- 
menced Feb. 21, 1988, and with, 
in two months they were caught 
in an Apri 20 "surprise" minis- 
try inspection at the" Terrac 
airport; Skylink service was sus- 
pended overnight but not a 
single Terrace flight was af- 
fected. As a result of this sur- 
prise inspection, Skylink was 
charged in a Richmond court 
.with 17 counts of ope,rating with 
an invalid airworthiness cer- 
tificate and 17 counts of falsify- 
ing records. 
Zur  himself was charged with 
two counts of operating with an 
invalid airworthiness certificate, 
two counts of falsifying records, 
one count of falling tO produce 
required documents and one 
count of obstruction, Another 
30 counts were laid against wo 
Skylink pilots. William Ashe, 
the brother of pilot Craig Ashe 
who was killed in the Sept. 26 air 
crash, and another, unnamed 
Skylink pilot were jointly 
charged with 15 counts of oper- 
ating with an invalid airworthi- 
ness certificate and 15 counts of 
falsifying records: 
When the case came, before 
the Richmond courts, Zur 
maintainedhis, innocence but 
paid a $25)~ fine on one of the 
charges, He said at the time it 
Was cheaper than fighting the 
charges in court. Their were no 
c0nvietions on the other 
charges, 
users with even mild disabilities. 
The B.C. Transit study found 
that the present system is more 
than 50 percent dependent on 
student ridership ~--a fact that 
has resulted in actual revenues 
falling 7.4 percent short of 
predicted revenues due to the 
six-week teachers strike last 
J anuary  and February., The 
study also found that adult 
ridership made up only 27 per- 
cent of the total. This was at- 
tributed to an almost non- 
existant midday service that was 
cut during the recession for 
budgetary reasons. The percen- 
tage of seniors using the local 
system is also below the provin- 
cial average and the report con- 
cludes: "Clearly, adult and 
senior markets are areas which 
can be developed far more 
strongly in the future." 
Crash report may 
takeover  a year 
The final report on the 
crash of Skylink flight 070 at 
the Terrace-Kitimat Airport 
Sept. 26 will probably not be 
issued before the Fall Of next 
year, an official at the Cana- 
dian ~viation Safety Board 
group's continued credibility 
as a source of safetyanalysis 
and information, he added, 
Chadwick said a prelimi- 
nary report On the crash will 
come out in about three or 
• in Ottawa said last week. four months. The report will 
J ohn  Chadwick indicated '~!.,, be circulated to everyone in- 
that even when the cause of 
an aviation accident appears. 
obvious the CASB still 
checks every detail to ensure, 
that no contributing causes 
are overlooked. Complete- 
ness of investigations i  an 
important part of the 
l=  
volved in the accident, in- 
c luing Skylink management 
and personnel, ocal Trans- 
port Canada officials and 
families of the victims. Their 
responses will be considered 
in drafting of the final re- 
port, he said. 
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'89 PROBE, TRACER, FESTIVA 
LEASE AT 
24 me - -  7 % 
25-36 me - -  8 % 
37-48 me - -  9 % 
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listeners". The opening work is 
Sullivan's overture to Pirates of  
Penzance, followed by the 
Strauss EmPeror Waltz. 
.Anchoring the first half will 
be the Mendelssohn' violin con- 
¢erto, with concertmaster Pablo 
Diemecke as soloist. 
The post-intermission section 
opens with Overture to:an Un- 
written Comedy by Canadian 
composer Healy .Willan. The 
concert will conclude with the 
welbknown Symphony #40 by 
Mozart. 
The variety in this program 
should contain elements hat will 
appeal to nearly anyone who en- 
joys music of any kind, and it 
should also provide an oppor- 
tunity for the Victoria Sym- 
phonyto demonstrate heir ver- 
satility. 
Tickets for the Terrace Con- 
cert Society's eason opener are 
available at Erwin Jewellers, $17 
for adults and $12 for seniors 
and students. Information on 
season ticket packages can be 
obtained by calling 798-2243. 
~)y  Devel0pment..°,l 
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Paul Williams, Manager 
of the Federal Business 
Development Bank in Ter- 
race, is pleased to an- 
nounce the appointment 
of Dave Richardson as Ac- 
count Manager, to the Ter-: 
race branch. Dave has 
spent nine years with the 
Federal Business Devel, 
opment Bank, with the 
previous four years in the 
Kelowna branch. Mr. Rich- 
ardson, with his wife and 
two children look forward 
to getting to know the 
people and the business 
communities )n Terrace 
and surrounding areas. 
The Federal Business 
Development Bank is a 
term lender to small and 
medium.sized businesses 
and also pro~ides coun- 
seiling and seminar ser- 
vices as well. 
Dave Richardson can be 
reached at the F.B.D.B. 
Terrace office located at 
4641 Laze l le  Avenue.  
Phone  635.4951 or 
1.800.663.5035 for out of 
town clients. 
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